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1 have long beer1 aware ofthe lllisusc ofthe [ntcmet to prey upon children and consider it to be a serious
problem that requires action by legislators. kunilies. comni~~nities.
and la\! enforcement. While we have
made some strides in helping to prevent such victirriimtion. the K S U ~ SOfthis survey, Oflhle I',ctznzizatIon:
A Report on the Nation iYoulh, shows that tvc have not donc cnough. Exposure to unwanted sexual
material, solicitation. and harassment were kcqnently rcported by the children interviewed for this study.
'l'hese results call for a more aggressive prcvcntion plan. Whilc I strongly believe in the power of the
Internet to provide valuablc inlhn~iationlilr all agcs. 1 do bclicve that children need extra attention and
guidance as they venture online. bccausc the?. niorc llian any otltergi-oup ofthe population, are most
vulnerable to Iutcmet deceptions.
(.'ong~-csshas alrrady laken action through legislation such as the Child Online Privacy Protection
Act to hclp saf'cguard children lium unsavory advertising practices and the registration of personal information uithoul parcrital consent. Additionally, numerous private and public organizations have implemented
Internet safety campaigns including pamphlets, web sites, and public-service announcements to educate
children about s a k Internet use. However. the growing evidence ofthe criminal misuse of cyberspace to
tar@ and physicallq victimize children is alarming to me as a parent and legislator. As detailed in this
report, the risks to children. particularly teenagers. in cyberspace include exposure to
*

Unwanted sexual sohcltat~onsand approaches
Unwanted sexual material
Threatentng and offens~vehehavtor d~rectedat ihem
As Chamnan oflhe Senate Appropr~at~ons
Subcomm~tteeon Commerce. Just~ce.State. the Judl-

safety pamphlets and mouse pads with online rules for safety. The message for parents focuses upon
strong parental involvement in their children's lives and increasing..parental knowledpe
- and awareness
about computers and the Intemct
Advocate for parental assistance through the development oftechnology tools and access controls.
Parents should make informed decisions about utilizing these blocking and filtering s o h a r e tools in
their homes.
directed againsl those who use the lntemet for criminal purposes.
Support aggressive Ian c~~forcemcnt
In addition to being reprehensible. child pornography and the enticing. luring, or seducing of children
online is unlawfi~land strict enforcement ofour laws is necessan; to deter these crimes.
Congress has implemented this strategy by enhancing federal law-enforcement resources such as
the Federal Bureau of'lnvcstiration's
(FBI) Innocent Images Task Force and the U.S. Customs Service's
CyberSmuggling Unit. both of\\hich have successfU1records of investigating and arresting online predators. On the state and local level. law~nli)rcementofficers now have the opportunitv to receive specialized

-

~

-

training in investigating online crimes against children atNCMEC4 Jimmy Ryce Law Enforcement Training
Center. The Protecting Children Online training will soon be expanded to include a course for state and
local prosecutors who& working in the area of online child sexuk exploitation.Additionally, through the
Justice Department's Oflice ofJuvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Congress has provided for 30
Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) task force units. Spread throughout the country these units are
set up to focus on child sexual exploilation online.
One ofthe most important tools for law-enforcement personnel and families is the development of
NCMEC's CyberTipline. In working with NCMEC on these issues, 1foresaw aneed for a simple waI1for
individuals to report child sexual exploitation to the people who knew what to do with the infomation. In
March 011998, that need was fulfilled by the launch of the CyberTipline.'Ibis online reporting resource
bridges the gap between those who wish to report crimes online and the lawenforcement agencies that
need this information. 1an1proud to have helped with the development ofthe Cybeil'ipline, aresource that
has initiated numerous investigations
and arrests ofchild oredators.
Although Congress has responded w ~ t hastrong rncssage of nltolerance ofonl~nepredators, we
cannot be effectwe unless we have mfonnat~onrezardm
on the lnternet
- - the number ofclnldren v~ct~rn~zed
and the various ways in which they are approached. Recognizing this need for information. Congress
askedNCMEC to conduct astudv in conjunction with the University ofNew Hampshire to identify the
threats, incidence rates, and victim responses to online predators and illegal content. Online lictinzization: A Report on the Nation k Youth is a starting point in better understanding what our children are
facing online.
The best way. to .preserve the positive uses ofthe Internet is to ensure that it is not a sanctuary for
pedophiles, child pornographers, and others who prey- upon children. I am cotnmitted to assisting lawenforcement personnel fight these crimes and inform parents about available resources to help them
protect their own children. By ensuring that law-enforcement personnel and families have the necessary
tools and knowledge to counter misuse; the lnternet will continue to be a powerful source of education.
entertainment. and communication.Together. we must aggressively enforce a "zero tolerance" policy regarding online victimization ofchildren.
I would like to thank NCMEC staffmembers fortheir work on this much-needed report and their
leadership in helping to safeguard all youth. My sincere appreciation is also extended to Dr. David Finkelhor
and his colleagues; Kimberly J. Mitchell and Janis Wolak, at the University of New I-lampshire's Crimes
Against Children Research Center. Their efforts will help legislators. families. and law-enforcement personnel better understand and deal with this threat to cllildren in an effective. appropriate manner.

Judd Gregg
Chaiman
U S . Senate Appropriations Subconmiittee on Commerce,
Justice, Stale, the Judiciav and Related Agencies

Message
'The National Center for Missing XL Exploited Children believes the Intemet holds tremendous potential for
our nation's youth. We have used web technology to change the way we search for missing children. Our
web site, wwwmissingkids.com, receives 3 million "hits" per day. and has become the world's primary
missing-childrensearch tool. Today NCMI'C instantly transmits images of and information about missing
children throughout the United States and around the world, bringing more children home than ever before.
We are among the most outspoken advocates of cyberspace and have urged parents and children to
explore and take advantage of its incredible benefits.
Yet; the Internet does hold perils for youth. In March 1998 FBI Director Louis Freeh and I
testified before a U S . SenateAppropriatio~tsSubcommittee about the risks to children on the Internet. I
spoke anecdotally, cited cases NCMEC had worked or knew about,. reported
on our efforts to address
.
this seemingly rapidly growing problem. and highlighted the increasing number of arrests and convictions.
Yet, I testified that I was not aware of any meaningful
empirical research addressing
- the true nature and
extent ofthe risks faced by so many youth online.
Congress listened and acted. In its F Y 1999Appropriations Bill, Congress directedNCMEC to
undertake the first national survey on the risks tkced by children on the Internet, focusing upon unwanted
sexual solicitations and poniography. Our mandate was to examine the problem and provide a base-line
understanding ofthe risks in order to help policy makers, law enforcement: and families better understand
the risks and respond effectively.
The study reported here provides the first scientifically based window on some ofthese risks. It
presents a picture ofyoung people who are confronted with offensive, upsetting, and potentially dangerous
Intemet encounters. It poses the challenge of how we can clean up the cyberspace environment where our
youth are going to go in~reasinglyto play and learn. It is a call for more study and action.
In light ofthe efli~sionofunwanted sexual solicitations directed toward young people and documented in this report, one ofthe most important things
- we still need to track is the -growth in the number of
young people whose Internet contacts turn into real-life sex crimes. Through our CyberTipline and close
working- relationships with federal, state, and local law enforcement, we are able to provide an unsystematic estimate on the number of "traveler cases" in 1999. These are cases in which a child or adult traveled
to physically meet with someone he or she had first encountered on the Internet.

We were able to identify 785 cases including 302 from the FBI, 272 from local law enforcement,
186 from our own NCMEC reports, and 25 from news articles. Some ofthese may be duplicate cases,
but there are certainly many others that we did not find out about and were not reported to law enforcement. It is our hope that this first report about online victimization will be followed by ascientificallybased,
national incidence study of these "traveler" cases so that we can truly understand this most serious part of
the spectrum ofthe problem.
As we contemplated the challenge of the kind of study presented here, we sought to identify and
involve the most credible, respected social-science researcher in the field. Thus, we were pleased when
one ofthe nation's leading researchers on child-victimization issues, Dr. David Finkelhor and his staffat the
Crimes Against Children Research Center at the University of New Hampshire agreed to take on the task.
Since 1980 Dr. Finkelhor has been a well-!uiown national authority on child sexual abuse and was
also one of those responsible for carrying out the first National Incidence Stu+ ofMisssing,Abducted,
Runaway. and Thrownuway Children ( N I S M R T )for the U.S. Department of Justice. That study, like
this one, helped to cast light on anulnber of child-welfare problems that were poorly understood andmuch
disputed at the time.
The extraordinary work of Dr. Finkelhor and his colleagues as represented by this first national
research about online victimization of youth represents avaluable addition to our knowledge and awareness ofthis difficult, complex
. problem.
We are grateful to the IIonorable Judd Gregg, Chairman of the SenateAppropriations Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, State, the Judiciary and Related Agencies, and his colleagues for their
concern, commitment, and leadership. This report is a first step, but it is avital step that teaches us much
more about what youth are facing and encountering on the Internet today. It provides a critical base of
knowledge so that we can act, doing far more to ensure that we make the Intemet the safest it can be for
every child and fanlily.
A

Emest E. Alert
President and ChiefExecutive Officer
National Center for Missing & Exploited Children

Introduction
'I'he Internet is an exciting new territory fix manypung people. Nearly 24 million youth ages 10 through
17 \wre online regularly in 1999. and millions more are expected tojoin them shortly. They go there to
I e m , play. meet people. and explore the world. But stories from law-enforcement officials, parents, and
young people thetnselves suggest that not every online adventure is a happy one. The Internet has a
seamier side that young people seem to he encountering with great frequency.
This national sumey confinns many orthe stories. I x g e numbers ofyoung people are encountering sex~nisolicitations they did not want. sexual material they did not seek, and people who threatened and
harassed them in a variety of way. While many art.able to glide past these encounters as mere litter on the
information super highway. some experiencethem as real collisions with areality they did not expect and
were distressed to lirid. Some oftliese young people report being upset and afi-aid in the wake of their
encotmten and have elevated s p p t o n i s of stress and depression.
.1,his report describes the variety of disconcerting experiences young lnternet users say they have
online and ~ a y they
s rcact. lt also provides auindow into ho\r families and young people are addressing
matters of danger and PI-otectionon the Internet. Some ofthe news is reassuring. At the same time, it
suggests that the seamy side ofthe Internet spills into the lives of an uncomfortably large number ofyouth
and relatively few families or yo~lngpeople do much about it. It highlights agreat need for private and
p~ihlicinitiatives to raise awareness and provide solutions.
Nothing in this report contradicts the increasingly well-documented fact that youth and their families are excited about the Internet and its possibilities. They are voting for the Internet with their fingers and
pocket books, even as they are aware of some of its drawbacks. But because it is destined to play s~tclian
important role in the lives of those growing up today, the question of how to temper some of the
medium is worthy ofthorough consideration now at the dawn of its
drawbacks ofthis revol~~tionary
development.

ort
Based on interviews with a nat~onallyrepresentative sample of 1,501 louth ages 10 to 17 who use the
Internet regularly
*

-

Approxrmately one In five rece~veda sexual sohcitatto~ior approach over the Internet in the last year
One in thirty-three received an aggressive sexual solicitation-a solicitor who asked to meet them
somewhere; called them on the telephone; sent them regular mail, money, or gifts.
One in four had an unwanted exposure to pictures of naked people or people having sex in the last
year.
One in seventeen was threatened or harassed
Approximately one quarter of young people who reported these incidents were distressed by them.
Less than 10% of sexual solicitations and only 3% of unwanted exposure episodes were reported
to authorities such as a lawenforcement agency an Internet service provider. or a hotline.
About one quarter ofthe youth who encountered a sexual solicitation or approach told a parent.
N~iiost40% of those reporting an unwanted exposure to sexual material told a parent.

-

Only 17% ofyouth and approximately 10% of parents could name a specific authority (such as the
FBI, CyberTipline, or an Internet service provider) to which they could make areport, although more
said they had "heard o f ' such places.
111 households with home Internet access, one third of parents said they had filtering or blocking
software on their computer at the time they were interviewed.

The survey suggests that youth encounter a substantial q~~antity
of offensive episodes. some of
which are distressing and most of which are unreported. A comprehensive strategy to respond to the
problem would aim to reduce the quantity olofIe11sivebehavior, better shield young people from its likely
occurrence. increase the level of reporting, and provide more help to youth and families to protect them
from any consequences.

What is Online Victimization?

People can be victimized online in many ways. In the Youth Internet Safety Survey we
asked about three kinds of victimization that have been prominent in discussions of youth
and the Internet-sexual solicitation and approaches, unwanted exposure to sexual material, and harassment.
Sexual solicitations and approaches: Requests to engage in sexual activities or sexual
talk or give personal sexual information that were unwanted or, whether wanted or not,
made by an adult.
Aggressive sexual solicitation: Sexual solicitations involving offline contact with the
perpetrator through regular mail, by telephone, or in person or attempts or requests for
offline contact.
Unwanted exposure to sexual material: Without seeking or expecting sexual material,
being exposed to pictures of naked people or people having sex when doing online searches,
surfing the web, opening E-mail or E-mail links.
Harassment: Threats or other offensive behavior (not sexual solicitation), sent online to the
youth or posted online about the youth for others to see.

Not all such incidents were distressing to the youth who experienced them. Distressing
incidents were episodes where youth rated themselves as very or extremely upset or
afraid as a result of the incident.

What is the Youth lnternet Safety Survey?
A telephone survey of a representative national sample of 1,501 young people, ages 10
through 17, who use the lnternet regularly

-

"Regular lnternet use" was defined as using the lnternet at least once a month for the
past six months at home, school, a library, or some other place
Parents or guardians were interviewed first for about 10 minutes
With parental consent, young people were interviewed for about 15 to 30 minutes
Care was taken to preserve privacy and confidentiality during the youth interview
Youth participants received $10 checks and information about lnternet safety
The interviews took place between August 1999 and February 2000
Topics covered in the interviews included
o Experiences of sexual solicitation, unwanted exposure to sexual material, and harassment via the lnternet and reactions to those experiences
o The nature of friendships formed over the lnternet
o Knowledge of lnternet safety practices among young lnternet users and their parents or guardians
o Assessment of factors that might make some young people more vulnerable than
others to sexual solicitation, unwanted exposure to sexual material, and harassment via the lnternet
Youth survey participants were
o 53% males, 47% females
o 73% non-Hispanic white, 10% African-American, 3% American Indian or Alaskan
native, 3% Asian, 2% Hispanic white, 7% other, 2% did not answer

Intro-I . Youth and Household Characteristics' (N=1,501)
Characteristic

% A l l Youth

..
.

Age of Youth
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
.-- - -Sex o f Youth
Male
Female
-.-~~

53%
47%
~~~~~

Race of Youth
Non-Hispanic White
African-American
American Indian orAlaskan Native
Asian
Hispanic White
Other
Don't KnowIRefused

-

Marital Status o f ParentJGuardian
Married
Divorced
SinglelNever Married
Living With Partner
Separated
Widowed

-

Youth Lives With Both Biological Parents

64%

Highest Level of Completed Education in Household
Not a Hiah School Graduate
hlgn Schoo~~ r d d u a r e
Some COIeye Eo-car on
College Graduate
Post College
Degree
.--

-

Annual Household Income
Less than $20,000
$20,000 to$5O,OOO
More than $50,000 to $75,000
More than $75.000
-----

-

~

Type o f Community
Small Town
Suburb of Large City
RuralArea
*
LargeTown (25,000 to 100,000)
Larae Citv
'All the data in this table are based on questions asked of the parenuguardian
with the exception of the information on race.
Note: Categories that do not add to 100% are due to rounding andlor missing data

Intro-2. Youth lnternet Use Patterns (N=1,501)
Descriution

%All Youth

Location(s) Youth Spent Time on the lnternet in Past Year1
Home
School
Other Households
P u b k L~brary
Other Place

74%
73%
68%
32%
5%

Last Time Youth Used lnternet
Past Week
Past 2 Weeks
Past Month or Longer

76%
10%
14%

Number of Hours Youth Spends on lnternet on a Typical Day When Online
1 Hour or Less
More than 1 Hour to 2 Hours
More than 2 Hours

61%
26%
13%

Number of Days Youth Goes on lnternet in a Typical Week
1 or less
2to4
5to7

29%
40%
31%

' Multiple responses possible

1. Sexual Solicitations and Approaches
With so many young people socializing on the Internet, a key law-enforcement concern has been the
access and anonymitythe internet gives to persons who might want to sexually exploit youth. The Youth
Intemet Safity Szclvey confirms that large numbers of youth get sexually propositioned while online,
although not always in the form ofthe most frightening law-enforcement stereotypes.
To assess the problem ofsexual exploitation the survey asked youth fbur kinds of questions, the
results ofwhich were aggregated under tlie category ofsexual solicitations and approaches. The four kinds
of questions were about
Sexual approaches made to them in the past year-situations where someone on the Internet attempted to get them to talk about sex when they did not want to or asked them unwanted intimate
questions
Sexual solicitations they had received in the last year from persons over the Internet who had asked
them to do sexual things they did not want to do
Close friendships they had formed with adults they had met over the Intemet including whether these
had involved sexual overtures
Invitations from Internet sources to help them run away, aploy apparently favored by some individuals
looking for vulnerable youth
Approximately one in five of regular Internet users (19%) said they had received an unwanted
sexual solicitation or approach in the last year Not all ofthese episodes were disturbing to the recipients:
however. 5% of users (one in four ofthose solicited) said thev had a solic~tationexoerience in which thev
were very or extremely upset or afraid, cases that we termed distressing incidents. In addition, for 3%
ofregular
- lntemet users (one in seven of all the solicitations). the Internet sexual solicitation included an
attempt to contact the youth in person, overthe telephone, or by regular mail (mail sent through the U.S.
Postal Service). We have labeled these aggressive sexual solicitat~ons.(See Figure 1-1, which includes,
for comparison; incidence rates for other kinds ofvictimization discussed in subsequent chapters. When
we refer to "sexual solicitations" we are including both solicitations and approaches.)

--

Figure 1-1
---

--
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We also asked y~~estions
to assess whether youth had formed close Sriendships with persons they
met over the Internet that had the potential to become exploitalive. 7'hree pereent ofthe regular Internet
users said they had indeed formed close friendships with adults they met over the Internet. Adults were
delilied as age 1 X and older. Most ofthese fiieudships were between )oung adults aud olderteens, based
on common interests such as computer games and with parcntai knomiedge. livo youth-adult friendships,
however. uuy have had sexual overtones. although no sex~ialactivities occurred. There were some actual
sexcia1relatiotiships fonned through hitemel contact, but fheq involvcd teens with other tcens, with both
parties younger than 18 years ofagc.
In responsc to questions about running away, seven ~ 0 ~ 1(0.4%
t h of the sample) were oSSered
assistauce tu runaway One incident m;iy have involved sexual motives on the part of an adult.
What follows is amore detailed description ofthe youth who were targets of the sexual solicitations and approaches and the nature ofthe incidents they experienced.
Who were the youth targeted for sexual solicitations and approaches?
Girls were targeted at almost twice the rate of boys (66% versus 34%). but give11that girls are
often thought to be the exclusive targets of sexual solicitation, the sizahle percentage of boys is
important. (See Figure 1-2.)
More than three quarters oftargeted youth (77%) were age 14 or older. (See F i g ~ ~ 1-3.)
re
Only 22% were ages 10 to 13, but this younger group was disproportionately distressed. They
reported 37% ofthe distressing episodes. suggestingthat younger yo~rlhhave a hardertime shngging ofSsuch solicitations.

Figure 1-2

Figure 1-3

exual SnliGnallon Gender of Target

10

$1

$2

13

14

Note A d d s t lessthan ,on% due to rounding andlormlsiingdata

Who were the perpetrators of the sexual solicitations and approaches?
Virtually all (97%) were persons the youth originally met online.
Adults were responsible for 24% of sex~ralsolicitations (see Figure 1-4) and 34% ofthe aggressive
solicitations.
Most ofthe adult solicitors were reported to be ages 18 to 25. About 4% of all solicitors were known
to be older than 25.
Juveniles made 48% ofthe overall and 48% ofthe aggressive solicitations.
Slightly more than two-thirds of the solicitations and approaches came from males. (See Figure
1-5,)
One-quarter ofthe aggressive episodes came from females.
In 13% of instances, the youth ltnew where the solicitor lived. Youth stated the solicitor lived nearby
(within a one hour drive or less) in only 4% of incidents.
Figure 1-4

Sexual S o l i c i t a t i o n : Age o f

Perpetrator

Sexual Soiicitaiion Gender of Perpetrator
Maie

18 and uider
24%

Younger inan 18
48%

Thus. not all orthe sexual solicitors on the Internel fit the media stereotype of an older. male
predator. Many are young and some are women. It must be kept in mind, given the anonymity the Internet
provides, that individuals may easily hide or misrepresent themselves. In a large percentage of cases
(27%). youth did not know the age ofthe person making the overture. In 13% of cases the gender was
unknown. In almost all ofthe cases where the youth gave an age or gender for a perpetrator, the youth had
never met the perpetrator in person, thus leaving the accuracy ofthe identifying information in question.
What happened?
Based on the descriptions _givento interviewers; many of the sexual solicitations appear to be propositions for "cvbersex"- a form offantasv sex. which involves interactive chat-room sessions where
the participants describe sexual acts and sometimes disrobe and masturbate.
In 70% orincidents the youth \+ereat home when they were solicited. and in 22% of incidents the
youth were at someone else's home.

In 65% of incidents, the youth met the person who solicited them in a chat room; in 24% of episodes
the meeting occurred through Instant Messages.
In 10% of incidents. the perpetrators asked to meet the youth somewhere, in 6% the youth received
regular mail, in 2% a telephone call, in 1% money or gifts. In one instance, the youth received a travel
ticket. These were the incidents we labeled aggressive solicitations.
In most incidents. the youth endedthe solicitations,using avariety of strategies like logging off, leaving
the site, or blocking the person.

Testimony From Youth

A 13-year-old girl said that someone asked her about her bra size
A 17-year-old boy said someone asked him to "cyber" meaning to have cybersex. The
first time this happened he didn't know what cybersex was. The second time it happened he "just said, no.''
A 14-year-old girl said that men who claimed to be 18 or 20 sent her Instant Messages
asking for her measurements and other questions about what she looked like. She was
13 when this happened, and the men knew her age.
A 12-year-old girl said people told her sexual things they were doing and asked her to
play with herself.
A 15-year-old girl said an older man kept "bothering" her. He asked her if she was a
virgin and wanted to meet her.
A 16-year-old girl said a man would talk to her about sexual things he wanted to do to her
and suggest places he would like to meet her.
A 13-year-old boy said a girl asked him how big his privates were and wanted him to
"jack off."
Another 13-year-old boy said a man sent him a drawing of a man having sex with a dog.
The man said it was a picture of him,

How did the vouth respond to the episodes:'
In almost half of incidents (49%), the youth did not tell anyone about the episode. Even when the
episode was aggressive. youth did not tell in 36% of incidents.
In 24% of incidents the youth told a parent, and in 29% the youth told a friend or sibling.
Only 10% were reported to an authority like a teacher, an Internet service provider, or law-enforcement agency. Even with aggressive episodes, only 18%were reported to an authority.

It is remarkable that so few ofthe evisodes of sexual solicitation. even those that were distressing
andlor aggressive, prompted the youth to confide in someone or make a report to an authority. Some of
this probably reflects the fact that in some cases the youth were not that alarmed. Many. probably
did not
.
know or doubted that anything- could be done. But some of it may reflect embarrassment or shame,
because the youth may have believed they bad gone to places on the lnternet that parents, law-enforcement officials, or even friends would disapprove of Some may have been concerned that their access to
the Intemet would be restricted ifthey told aparent about an incident.

How did the incident affect the youth?
In 75% ofincidents, youth had no or only minor reactions, saying they were not very upset or afraid in
the wake ofthe solicitation.
In 20% of incidents: youth were very or extremely upset and in 13% very or extremely afraid. (See
Figure 1-6.)
In 36% ofthe aggressive solicitations: youth were very or extremely upset and in 25%very or extremely afraid.
In 17% of incidents, youth were very or extremely embarrassed. This was true in 32% of aggressive
incidents.
In one-quarter of incidents,youth reported feeling at least one symptom of stress "more than a little" or
"a lot" in the days right after the incident.
The aggressive episodes were more distressingwith at least one symptom of stress reported in 43% of
episodes.
17% ofthe youth who were solicited had five or more symptoms of depression at the time we interviewed them, twice the rate of depressive symptoms in the overall sample.
Most ofthe youth who were solicited appeared to brush offthe encounter, treating it as a minor
annoyance. o one the less, there was a core group ofyouth who experienced high levels ofupset and fear
and for whom the experience may have provoked stress responses aud even depressive symptoms. It is
reassuring that most solicited youth are not aftected. But given the large proportions solicited, the group
with the strongly negative reactions is substmtial.
- -

Figure 1-6
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Arc youth forming risky Intcrnet friendships nith adults?
A key Ian-entbrcanent concern is mhcihcr-adults in particular try to use ihe Internet to form friendships
ch
wilh youth. which they then transf)rrc into sexual relationships. 'Toassess the dangers o f s ~ ~relationships,
the survey asked about friendships formed through the hitcrnet.
Many youth. 16% ol'tlie regukar Intenlet users. report forming close online hiendships with people
they had met online. "Close i'riendship" was defined as a rclaiionship with "someone you could talk to
.. online about things that were real important to yo~c. I'hese close friendships were predominantly with
other youth. Just 3% ofyouth had fimned a close friendship with an adult they met on the internet. The
youth involved in these fticndships mere almost exclusively 15 years of age or older. Girls were somewhat
more likely than boys (59% v e r s ~ 4s 1%)to h a w fo~ineda close online friendship with an adult.
I'he adult Internet friends were also both males and females, mostly in the young adult age group,
18 to 25. I'he yo~lthtypically met them in chat rooms where they shared similar interests, partic~tlarly
computer role-playing games, but popular music; dancing_and sports were also mentioned. tn n ~ o sof
t
thesc frientlsliips (h9%), there had been some contact between the adult and youth outside ofthe Intemet.
mostly over the telephone or through regular mail. Parents knew of'approximately three-quarters ofthese
fi-iendships.In almost a third oflhe youth-adult friendships, the youth actually met the adult in person.
~ i s ~ ~ ainl layp~tblicplace with afriend presenl. Parents kncw about one third ofthese meetings.
Testimony From Youth

A 17-year-old girl became close to a woman in her forties. They met in a chat room
devoted to a self-help group. Her parent knew, and there was no offline contact.
A 15-year-old boy became friends with a young man when he designed a web page for
the man's music group. They met in person. The boy's parents did not know about this
friendship or the meeting.
A 17-year-old boy described a relationship with a woman in h e r late twenties a s "romantic," but not sexual. They never met.
A 16-year-old girl became close to a man in his thirties who traveled to meet her. They
met in a public place. He wanted to spend the night with her, but s h e refused.
. ~... .
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On the key question ofinterest to parents and law-enforcement oficials regarding
.
- sexual contact_
two ofthe close ii-iendshipsmith adults (both described above) may have had sexual aspects. One was the
romantic relationship between a 17-)ear-old male and the woman in her late twenties. His parents knew
about the relationship. The second friendship involved aman in his thirties who traveled to meet a 16-yearold girl. While shc stated the relationship was not sexual, he did want to spend the nigh1 with her.
The s u n eq pl-csents a complex picture about lnternet relationships. Many young people are fonlling close Iiiendships through the intmct. and some are fonning close friendships with adults. Most such
relationships appear to habe no taint of sexual exploitation and appear to be positive and healthy The fact
that our survey h n n d fi.w sexually oriented relalionships behveen youth and adults does not mean thcjnever occur. The) certai~ilydo occur. hut probably at a level too infrequenl to be detected by a survey of
this size. They seem to he fc\v in a mnch lager set of seemingly benign friendships.

Fro111a prevention point of view, this means that many simple cautions-don't fonn kiendships
with people you don't know. don't form relationships with adults: or don't have lunch with people you
meet on the Internet-are unlikely lo be seen as realistic, particularly by older teens. The exhortation to
tell parents about Internet friends seems sound, but for many older teens, this is also not likely to be
practiced universally.
Probablythe best approach. based on the tindings here; is simply to remind youth that people they
meet may have ulterior motives and hidden agendas. The caution to first meet someone froni the lntemet in
a safe; public, or supervised place and to alert others (family or friends) about such ameeling, seems
something that teens may be more likely to actually put into practice.
Young people may come to consider Internet ti-iendships as one ofthe great resources the lntemet
provides. It may be important for prevention educators to acknowledge this as they try Lo be a credible
source ofuseful infomiation about safety practices.
Are youth being solicited to run away by potentially predatory adults?
Another situalion of concem to law-enforcement authorities has been youth who are encouraged
- to runaway from home by persons they meet over the Internet. Seven youth. or a small 0.436 of the sample,
revealed such an episode. In two instances the episodes involved co~nniunicationskom teenaged friends
or acquaintances. Five instances involved encouragement to run away from people not ltnown to the
youth. In two instances these unknown people were identilied as teens: in two instances they were identified as adults in theirtliirties: in the filth instance; the age ofthe person 1% ~mknown
A 12-yea-old girl reported an incidcnt with aperson identified as a young teenaged boy. The boy
encouraged her lo run away and said it would make things "better." A 16-yewold boy said he was talking
to a man in his thirties aboutprobletns the boy was having with his family The man suggested he run away
and ofrered him aplace to stay Both ofthese episodes were disclosed to parents and reported either to a
lawenforcement agency or 2111 Internet service provider. Four ol'the seven incidents were not disclosed to
parents or authorities. Three were disclosed to parents.

.

.

media stories. many ofthe solicitors. when their age is known. appear to be other youth and younger aclults
and even some women. Even among the aggressh e solicitors, a surprising number appear to be young and
also female.The diversity of lhosc malting sexual solicitations is all important point i~brprevention planners
to recognize. A too narrow characterization ol'thc threat was a problem that hampered prevention efforts
in regard to child molestation a gieration ago. and those responding to Internet hazards should be careful
not to malie the same mistake. No! all ofthe scxual aggression on {heInternet fits the iinage ofthe sexual
predator or wily child molester.Alot of it looks and sounds like the hallways ofour high schools.
Perhaps the most discouraging finding about sexual solicitations is that parents and reporting
authorities do not seem to be hearing about the ~najorityofthe episodes.Youth may be cn~barrassed.They
may not know what to do. They may simply have accepted this unpleasant reality ofthc Internet. Any
attempt to address this problem will benefit from amore open climate of discussion and reporting.

Individual
Characteristics

All
Aggressive
Incidents
Incidents
(N=286)
(N=43)
19% of Youth 3% of Youth

Distressing
Incidents
(N=72)
5% of Youth

.
.

Age of Youth
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Gender of Youth
Female
Male

.

Episode
Characteristics

All
(N=293)

Aggressive
(N=44)

Distressing
(N=72)

Gender of Solicitor
Male
Female
Don't Know

67%
19%
13%

64%
25%
11%

72%
13%
14%

Age of Solicitor
Younger Than 18 Years
18 to 25 Years
Older Than 25 Years
Don'tKnow

48%
20%
4%
27%

48%
27%
7%
18%

54%
17%
8%
19%

Relation t o Solicitor
Met Online
Knew in Person Before Incident

97%
3%

100%

-

96%
3%

Youth Knew Where Person Lived
Person Lived Near Youth (1 hour drive or less)

13%
4%

29%
11%

17%
7%

Location of Computer When lncident Occurred
Home
Someone Else's Home
School
Library
Some Other Place

70%
22%
4%
3%
1%

66%
27%
2%

-

51%
36%
5%
4%
1%

65%
24%
4%
2%

52%
36%
7%
2%

60%
26%
7%
1%

3%
2%

-

2%

2%

1%

Place on Internet lncident First Happened
ChatRoom
Using Instant Messages
Specific Web Page
E-mail
Game Room, Message Board, Newsgroup,
or Other
Don't KnowIRefused
..

-

5%

Episode
Characteristics
Forms of Offline C o n t a ~ t ' , ~
Asked to Meet Somewhere
Sent Regular Mail
Called on Telephone
Came to House
Gave Money, Gifts, or OtherThings
Bought Plane, Train, or Bus Ticket
None of the Above

10%
6%
2%
<I%
1%
<1%
84%

-

Distress: VerylExtremelyl
Upset
Afraid

20%
13%

36%
25%

81%
53%

Youth With NolLow Levels of Being
Upset and Afraid

75%

55%

-

Youth Was Very/Extremely Embarrassed

17%

32%

50%

Stress Symptoms (more than a littlelall the time)l3
A t Least One of Following
25%
Stayed Away From Internet
20%
ThoughtAbout It and Couldn't Stop
11%
5%
Felt Jumpy or Irritable
Lost Interest In Thinas
3%

43%
32%
27%
20%

60%
44%
35%
21%
10%

66%

39%
14%
2%
5%
2%

20%
9%
4%

1%

70%

How Situation Ended
Logged Off Computer
Left Site
Blocked Perpetrator
Told Them to Stop
Changed Screen Name. Profile, or
E-mail Address
Stopped Without Youth Doing Anything
Called Police or OtherAuthorities
Other

-

Incident Known o r Disclosed to'
Friend andlor Sibling
Parent
OtherAdult
Teacher or School Personnel
ISPICyberTipline
Police or OtherAuthority
Someone Else
No One

-

5%

Presence o f 5 o r More Depression
17%
30%
24%
Multiple responses possible.
2
Only youth who did not know the solicitor prior to the incident were asked this question (N=284 for all
incidents, N=44 for aggressive incidents, and N=70 for distressing incidents).
3These items were adapted from a psychiatric inventory of stress responses and represent avoidance
behaviors, intrusive thoughts, and physical symptoms.
the entire sample, 8% of youth (N=117) reported 5 or more symptoms of depression.
The values for this category are based on individual characteristics rather than episode characteristics.
Note: Categories that do not add to 100% are due to rounding andlor missing data.

'

Table 1-2. Close Online Friendshias (N=1.501)
Youth
Characteristics

All
Friendships
(N=246)
16% of Youth

Friendships
with Adults
(N=39)
3% of Youth

Age of Youth
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2%
4%
5%
14%
15%
24%
18%
18%

-

Gender of Youth
Female
Male

52%
47%

59%
41%

Where Met Online
ChatRoom
Instant Messages
Game Room, Message Board, Newsgroup, Other
E-mail
Web Page
Don'tKnow

59%
22%
9%
8%
1%
1%

56%
13%
15%
10%
3%
3%

How Met Online
Same Interest
Through FamilyIFriend
Getting Information

64%
32%
4%

74%
21%
5%

Gender of Online Friend
Female
Male
Don't Know

55%
44%
1O h

41%
59%

Age of Online Friend
Younger than 18 Years
18 to 25 Years
Older than 25 Years

83%
13%
2%

-

5%
3%

18%
28%
46%

Friendship
Characteristics

~-.
~~~

~~

85%
15%

Friendship
Characteristics

All
Friendships

Friendships
with Adults

ParentlGuardian Aware of Friendship

74%

74%

Met Online Friend in Person
Parent Knew of Meeting

41%
25%

31%
10%

Individual Made Youth Feel1
Uncomfortable
Afraid

2%
4%

Forms of Offline Contact'
Sent Youth Regular Mail
Called Youth on Telephone
Asked Youth to Meet
Came to Youth's Home
Gave Youth Money or Gifts
Bought Youth Travel Ticket
None of Above

Friendshio Was "Sexual In Anv Wav"
2%
' Multiple responses possible
Note: Categories that do not add to 100% are due to rounding and/or missing data.

5%

-

2. Unwanted xposure to Sexual Material
While it is easy to access ponmgraphy on the lntemet, what makes the lnteniet appear particularly risky to
many parents is the impression that young people can encounter pornography there inadvertently. It is
common to hear stories about children researching school reports or looking up movie stars and finding
themselves subjected to off'ensive depictions or descriptions.
In this part ofthe surveyYwe were interested in unwanted exposures to sexual material, those that
occurred when the youth were not looking for or expecting sexual material. We were interested in material
that came up while doing searches online and surting the world wide web, as well as material that might
have appeared when a youth was opening E-mail or clicking on message links. In this section on sexual
material, we focus on unwanted exposure to pictorial images of naked people or people having sex.
A quarter (25%) ofthe youth had at least one unwanted exposure to sexual pictures in the last
year. (See Figure 2-1 with incidence rates for unwanted exposure to sexual material emphasized.) Seventyonc per cent ofthese exposures occurred while the yo~ttltwas searching or surling the Internet, and
e
E-mail or clicking on links in E-mail or Instant Messages.
28% happened ~ h i l opening
Figure 2-1

II

Online Victirnizahon in Last Year

Unwanted Exposure

Harassment

--- .
.

Exposure to sexuai material. even when unwanted. is not necessarily upsetting to people. So we
have designated a category of distressing exposnres in kvhich the youth said they found the exposure
very or extremely upsetting. Six per cent of regular lntemet users said they had a distressing exposure to
unwanted sexual pictures on the internet in the last year.

W h i c h youth had the unwanted exposures?
Boys outnumbered girls slightly (57% to 42%). (See F i g ~ ~2-2.)
re
More than 60% ofthe unwanted exposures occurred to youth 15 years of age or older. (See Figure
2-3.)
7% of the unwanted exposures were to 1 1 and 12 year old youth.
Noue ofthe 10 yearolds repofled unwanted exposures.

-

The somewhat greater exposure of boys to unwanted sexual material may reflect the reality that
boys tend to allow their curiosity to draw them closer to such encounters. But the relatively small diirerence
should not be over-emphasi~ed.Approximately a quarter of both boys and girls had such exposures. Boys
were slightly more likely than girls to say the exposure was distressing.
Figure 2-2

Figure 2-3

Unwanted Exposure: Gender of Target

Note Addstoless than 100%dueto ioundingandloimesngdaia

What was the content a ~ source
~ d of the unwanted exposure?
94% of the images were of naked persons
38% showed people having sex
8% involved violence, in addition to nudity andlor sex
Most ofthe unwanted exposures (67%) happened at home, but 15% happened at school. and 3%
happened in libraries

Unfortunately, we do not know how many ofthe exposures involved child pornography. Important
~~th
could not be reliable informants about the
as this question is, we had decided that o ~ ~ r y orespondents
ages of individuals appearing in the pictures they viewed.
For the youth who encountered the material while surfing. it came up as aresult of
Searches (47%)
Misspelled addresses (I 7%)
Links in web sites (I 7%)
For youth who encountered the material through E-mail
63% of unwanted exposures came to an address used solely by the youth
In 93% of instances. the sender was unknown to the youth

In 17% ofall incidents ofunwanted exposure, the youth said they did knowthe site was X-rated
before entering. (These \yere all encounters described as unwanted or unexpected.) This group of episodes was not distinguishable in any fashion from the other 83% ofepisodes, including the likelihood of

being distressing. Almost half ofthese incidents (48%) were disclosed to parents. It is not clear towhat
extent it was some curiosity orjust navigational naivete that resulted in the opening ofthe sites despite prior
knowledge of the illicit content.
~ o r n o g r a ~ hsites
y are also sometimes progranmed to make them difficult to exit. In fact. in some
sites the exit buno~lstake aviewer into other sexually explicit sites. In 26%ofthe incidents where sexual
material was encountered while surfing, youth reported they were brought to another sex site when they
tried to exit the site they were in. This l~appene,din one third of distressing incidents encountered while
~

-

Testimony From Youth
An I I-year-old boy and a friend were searching for game sites. They typed in "fun.com,"
and a pornography site came up.
A 15-year-old boy looking for information about his family's car typed "escort" into a
search engine, and a site about an escort service came up.
Another 15-year-old boy came across a bestiality site while he was writing a paper
about wolves for school. He saw a picture of a woman having sex with a wolf.
A 16-year-old girl came upon a pornography site when she mistyped "teen.com."She
typed "teeen" instead.
A 13-year-old boy who loved wrestling got an E-mail message with a subject line that
said it was about wrestling. When he opened the message, it contained pornography.
A 12-year-old girl received an E-mail message with a subject line that said "Free Beanie
Babies." When she opened it, she saw a picture of naked people.

Ilow did the youth respond to the exposure?
Parents were told in 39% ofthe episodes.
Youth disclosed lo no one in 44% of incidents,
In afew cases authorities were notified, most freq~~ently
a teacher or school official (3% ofincidents),
and lnternet service providers (3%). None ofthese incidents were reported to a lawenforcement
agency.
t h encountered sexual material while suding said Lhey returned later to the site of
Only 2% o f y o ~ ~who
the exposure.None ol'the youth with distressing exposures\vho encounteredthe material \ ~ l ~ isurfing
le
returned to the site.

-

The fact tliat so many youth did not mention their exposure to anyone, even a friend. even to l a ~ ~ g h
or talk about it as an adventure. is notewarthy It probably reflects some degree of g~iiltor embarrassment
on the part ofmany youlh. It might he healthier and helpful to youth if they were talking about it more.

How did the exposure affect the youth?
23% of youth who reported exposure incidents were very or extremely upset by the exposure.
This amounts to 6% ofthe youth we interviewed. (See Figure 2-4.)
20% of youth were very or extremely embarrassed
20% reported at least one symptom of itress

I

Distress About Unwanted Exposure
#SVeryExtremely Upset

23%

II

Any incident

Unwanted exposure to sexual material does appear to be widespread, occurring to a quarter of all
youth who used the Internet reg~llarlyin the last year. While it is not anew thing for young people to be
exposed to sex~ialmaterial_the degree of sudden and unexpected exposure in an unwanted fashion may be
an experience made much Inore common by the widespread use of the Intemet. Such exposure occurs
primarily to the group age 15 and older, b ~some
~ t youth as young as 1 1 had experiences to report. Even in
the older group, the exposure docs not merely evoke laughs or mild discomfort. About a quarter of the
exposed youth, or 6% ofall regular Intemet users said they were veryor extremely upset by an exposure.
As with sex~ialsolicitations. no st exposure incidents, even the distressing ones, do not get reported to
adults or authorities, although a proportion ofthese are disclosed to friends and siblings.
The experiences ~onfhrnireadily to anecdotal accounts from both youth and adult users. Unwanted exposures mostly occur \\ hen doing Intemet searches; misspelling addresses. or clicking on links.
More than a third ofthe imager); was of sexual acts, rather than simply naked people, and 8% involved
some violence in addition to nudity andlor sex.
From a social-scientific vicw, the iss~iesabout youth exposure to unwanted sexual material are
dificult to evaluate, in part. because there is almost no prior research on the matter. No one knows the
effects of such exposure. The research on exposure to advertising and mediaviolence makes it clear that
media exposure can have efkcts. Media can affect attitudes, engender fears, and model behaviors (both
pro and antisocial).
Previous research on exposure to pornography is not relevant to the many issues of concern here.
That research has been done with adults and is based on an assu~nptionofvoluntary exposure.The present
survey shows that in the case of un\vantcd exposure there are strong negative, subjective feelings for

certain youth and certain youth who manifest symptoms of stress. We do not h o w how long these feelings
or symptoms last or what ramifications they have, but they should mobilize our concern. Questions that
should be ofparticular interest and need attention for future investigation are
Do any of youth so exposed have full-fledged, clinical-leveltraumatic reactions or other highly disturbed reactions?
Is there any influence, traumatic or otherwise, on developing attitudes and feelings about sex?
Do youth who have experienced unwanted exposure relate to future Internet sexual material in different ways-either more avoidant or more attracted?
Do Internet exposures to sexual material figure negatively in family dynamics, creating conflicts or
barriers in any way?
Nonetheless. for manv- veo~le.
. . the issues about vouth exvosure are even more basic than its
effects. Whatever the effects, they would argue that people in general and young people in particular have
a right
- to be free from unwanted intrusion of sexual material in avublic forum such as the internet. On this
point, some of the constitutional debate about the Internet has concerned what kind of forum the Internet
is. Is it a forum like abookstore, where if it is signposted, people can readily stay away fiorn the sexually
explicit material ifthey so choose, or more like atelevision channel, where people are much more captive
ofthe material that is projected at them? Clearlq: the Internet has aspects of both. But the present research
does suggest that, in its current fonn, it is not simple for those who want to avoid sexual material on the
Inteniet to do so.

Table 2-1. Unwanted Exposure to Sexual Material (N=1,501)
Individual
Characteristics

All
Incidents
(N=376)
25% of Youth

Distressing
Incidents
(N=91)
6% o f Youth

.

Age o f Youth
10

Gender o f Youth
Male
Female
Episode
Characteristics

57%
42%
All
(N=393)

55%
45%
Distressing
(N=92)

Location o f Computer
Home
School
Someone Else's Home
Library
- Some Other Place
Type o f Material Youth Saw'
Pictures of Naked Person(s)
Pictures of People Having Sex
Pictures That Also Included Violence

94%
38%
8%

How Youth Was Exposed
Surfing the Web
Opening E-mail or Clicking on an E-mail Link

71%
28%

Youth Could Tell Site Was X-rated Before Entering
Surfing Exposure

17%

12%

All
IN=2811

Distressing

IN=%\

How Web Site Came Up
Link Came Up as Result of Search
Misspelled Web Address
Clicked on Link When In Other Site
Other
Don't Know

-

-

Youth Has Gone Back to Web Site
Youth Was Taken Into Another X-rated Site When
Exiting the First One

2%
26%

-

E-mail Exposure
Youth Received E-mail at a Personal Address

63%

E-mall Sender Unknown

93%

Episode Characteristics
(Surfing &E-mail)

All
(N=393)

58%

.-

96%

Distressing
(N=92)

-

Incident Known or Disclosed to'
Parent
Friend andlor Sibling
AnotherAdult
Teacher or School Personnel
ISPICyberTipline
Police or OtherAuthority
Someone Else
No One

Distress: VeryIExtremely
Upset

23%

1.-00Yo2

Youth With NolLow Levels of Upset

76%

-

Youth Was VeryIExtremely Embarrassed

20%

48%

Stress Symptoms (more than a littie/all the time)'
* At Least One of Following
Stayed Away From Internet
Thought About It and Couldn't Stop
Felt Jumpy or Irritable
Lost Interest in Thinos

'

Presence of 5 or More Depression Symptomsd5

' Multiple responses possible

20%
17%
6%
2%
1%
11%

15%

~ e ~ i of
e upset
e
was used to define this category of youth.
Vhese items were adapted from a psychiatric inventory of stress responses and represent avoidance
behaviors, intrusive thoughts, and physical symptoms.
41nthe entire sample, 8% of youth (N=117) reported 5 or more symptoms of depression.
The values for this category are based on individual characteristics rather than episode characteristics.
Note: Categories that do not add to 100% are due to rounding andlor missing data.

arassment
Although less publicized than sexual solicitation and unwanted exposure to sexual material, youth have
reported other threatening and offensive behavior directed to them on the internet_incl~~ding
threats to
assault or hanil the youth, their friends; family. or property as well as etforts to embarrass or humiliate
them. Once again, the concern ofparents and other oiticials is that the anonymit) ofthe Internet may make
it a fertile territory for such behaviors. The survey asked youth about hm kinds of situations that may have
occurred in the last year.
Feeling worried or threatened beca~~se
someone was bothering or harassing them online
Someone using the Internet to threaten or embarrass them by posting or sending messages about them
for othcr people to see
Six percent ofreg~~larintemet
users reported such experiences in the last year. (SeeFigure 3-1
with incidence rates for harassment emphasized.) Athird ofthese youth. or 2% ofthe entire sample, said
the) had been veryor extremely upset or afrard because o f a harassment ep~sode-the group Re ha\e
labeled distressing incidents.
Figure 3-1

Who were the youth targeted for harassment?
Boys and girls were targeted about equally ( 5 1% and 48%). (SeeFigure 3-2.)
70% of the episodes occurred to youth 14 and older. (SeeFigure 3-3.)
18% oftargeted youth were 1Oi 11, or 12.

Figure 3-2

Figure 3-3

m k i a i a s s r r ! e n : youth
EnWe sample yo!;:h

Harassment Gender of Targer

-

Female

.

CO

11

12

13

14

15

15

1

.

17

AQe
Nate Adds la lessthan 100% duefo roundingandlormissingdafa

W h o were the harassment perpetrators?
A majority (54%) \+as rcporlcd to hc male. but 20% were reportedly female. In 26% of instances, the
gender was unknown. (See 1:ig~lrc3-4.)
Nearlytw-o-thirds (63%) ofharassment perpetrators were otherjuveniles. (See Figure 3-5.)
Almost a quartcr of harassment perpetrators (24%) lived near (within an hours drive of) the youth. In
distressing cpisotics, 35% ofperpetrators lived near the youth.
In contrast to the sexual solicitation episodes where only 3% of perpetrators were known to the youth
oflline. 28% ofthe haru.assmentepisodes involved known perpetrators.

-

Figure 3-4

Harassment: Gender of Perpetrator

Figure 3-5

Harassment : Age of Perpetrator
Younger than 18

-

W h a t happened?
Slightly more than three quarters of the youth were logged on at home when the harassment was
occurring.
The harassment primarily took the form of lnstant Messages (33%), chat-room exchanges (32%); and
E-mails (19%).
Ofthe harassment episodes involving perpetrators who were not face-to-face acquaintances ofthe
youth. 12% ~ncl~ided
an actual or attempted conta~lby telephone. rcgular mall or in person

I

A 17-year-old girl said people who were mad at her made a "hate page" about her.
A 14-year-old boy said that he received Instant Messages from someone who said he

was hiding in the boy's house with a laptop. The boy was home alone at the time. He
was very frightened.
A 14-year-old girl said kids at school found a note from her boyfriend. They scanned it,
posted it on the world wide web, and sent it by E-mail throughout her school.
A 12-year-old girl said someone posted a note about her on the world wide web. The
note included swear words and involved sexual name-calling.

How did the youth respond t o the episodes?
Parents were told about these eaisodes halfthe t ~ m e
Slightlymore than a thirdofyo~ithtoldtiicnds.
2 1% of the episodes were repolled lo Internet service providers, 6% to teachers, 1% to a lawenforce~nentagency
24% of harassment incidents were ~mdisclosed.
It is noteworthy that, compared to sexual solicitations and ~~nwanted
exposures, a larger proportion of the harassment episodes were reported to parents and authorities.

How did the incident affect the youth?
3 1 %were verq. or extremely upset. and 19% were vet) or extremely afiaid. (See Fig~~re
3-6.)
18% were verq or extremely embarrassed.
Almost one third ofthe harassed youth (32%) reported at least one symptom of stress alter the
incident.
Almost one halfofthe youth who had experienced distressing episodes exhibitcd at least one symptom
of stress.
18% ofthc harassed youth had five or more depressive symptoms at the time oftheir intervie~t;more
than twice the rate for the overall siunple.

Most ofthe harassed youth had no or only minor reactions, but an important subgroup was distressed.
Figure 3-6

Summary
Sexual offenses against youth on the Internet have received the lion's share of attention, but this
survey suggests harassment deserves concern as well. THarassrnent does not occur as frequently as sexual
solicitation or unwanted exposure to sexual material, but it is aproblem encountered by a significantg o u p
ofyouth. The seamy side ofthe Internet is not all about sex, but includes plain old hostility and malicionsness as well.
An imoortant feature of harassment is that. more than sexual solicitation. it involves oeonle
known
'
to the youth and people known to live nearby. Certainly>some of the threaten& character of these episodes sterns from the fact that the targets do not feel completely protected by distance and anonymity. The
harasser co~tldactually carry out his or her threats.
Importantly. the harassed youth were substantiallymore likely than the sexually solicited youth to
tell someone and report the episode to an authority. Nonetheless, the percentage ofyonth reporting harassment to a~~tl~orities
is still quite l o ~ pointing
:
to aneed to publicize and educate families about available
help sources.

Table 3-1. Online Harassment of Youth (N=1,501)
Individual
Characteristics

All
Incidents

(N=95)
6% of Youth

Distressina

incident;
(N=37)

2% of Youth

.

Age of Youth
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Gender of Youth
Male
Female
All

Episode
Characteristics

(N=96)

-

Distressing

(N=37)

-

Gender of Harasser
Male
Female
Don't Know
Age of Harasser
Younger than 18 Years
18 to 25 Years
Olderthan 25 Years
Don'tKnow

-

Relation to Harasser
Met Online
Knew In Person Before lncident

Youth Knew Where Person Lived
Person Lived Near Youth (1 hour drive or less)

35%
24%

Location of Computer
Home
Someone Else's Home
School
Library
Some Other Place
Wasn't Using Computer'
Place on Internet lncident First Happened
Usina Instant Messaaes
~hat'~oom
E-mail
Specific Web Page
Game Room, Message Board, Newsgroup. Other
Don't Know

-

33%
32%
19%
7%
6%
2%

22%
22%
8%
5%
3%
-

~

~

~

-

Episode
Characteristics
--

'

Forms o f Offline Contact2
Sent Regular Mail
Asked to Meet Somewhere
Called on Telephone
Came to House
Gave Money, Gtfts, or OtherThtngs
Bought Plane, Tra~n,or Bus Ticket
None of the Above

9%
6%
4%
1%
1%

4%
4%

-

-

88%

96%

18%

35%

32%

49%
30%
38%
16%
5%

How Situation Ended
LoggedOff
Blocked that Person
Left Site
Told Them to Stop
Stopped Without Youth Doing Anything
Chanced Screen Name Profile, or E-mail Address
~ a l l e ~ ~ o lori c~et h e r ~ u t h o r ~ t i e s
Other .+

Incident Known o r Disclosed to2
Parent
Friend or Sibling
ISPICyberTipline
Teacher or School Personnel
AnotherAdult
Police or Other Authority
Someone Else

-

NoOne

Distress: Very/Extremely2
Upset
Afraid
Youth With NoILow Levels o f Being
Upset and Afraid
Youth Were VerylExtremely Embarrassed
Stress Symptoms (more than a littlelall the time)24
At Least One o f Following
Stayed Away From Internet
ThoughtAbout It and Couldn't Stop
Felt Jumpy or Irritable
Lost Interest in Things ~. -

*

-+

23%
20%
6%
3%

~~~

Presence of .
5 o-- r More
Symptomss6
18%
22%
. ~
. Depression
.~
. . ~ -~
-~ ~ ~ .
'These youth had information posted about them online by other people.
2Multiple responses possible.
30nly youth who did not know the harasser prior to the incident were asked this question (N=69
for all incidents and N=24 for distressing incidents).
These items were adapted from a psychiatric inventory of stress responses and represent
avoidance behaviors, intrusive thoughts and physical symptoms.
In the entire sample, 8% of youth (N=117) reported 5 or more symptoms of depression.
T h e values forthis category are based on individual characteristics rather than episode characteristics.
Note: Categories that do not add to 100% are due to rounding andlor missing data.
~

~p

Our lack of knowledge ahout the dimensions and dynamics ofihe problems this new tech!lology has
created Six young people is. oi'co~~rsc,
a harrier to dm iii~ig
.ef'feetivc solutions. t h t , even in the absence of
Itnowledge. there has hccn no dearth ofsuggcstions ahonl ihings lo do. 1';rrcnts i - w e hccn urged to
supervise thcir ehildrcn and talk \z ~ t hthem aboni h~!erne! perils. X I L I i~a ~c heen nrgcci 1.0 avoid certain
risk) situations. Organ1~a1ions
have bccn established to monitor and in\ cstigatc suspicious episodes. 1 iave
any ofthese remedies heen taken to hex'!
The surve? askcd a variet) ofquestions to find out more about ihe pt-cwpecis fix prc\ cntion. We
tried to determine to \\hat degree parents are rnoniioring and advising their cliildren a h o ~Intenict
~t
aciivities. We askcd ahout the prevalence of Inlernet activities that may put youth at risk. And wc asked uhoul
parent and );outli luio\vlledge about \&at reinedies or inforination sources are available li!r them when they
run into problems.
~

~

'Iow concerned should adults be about the problem?
Parents and youth both believed that adults should he concemed about the problem ofyoung pcople being
exposed to sexual material 011 the Internet. As might be expected, parents thought adults shonld be more
concerned than youth l h o ~ ~ gad~dts
h t s h o ~ ~be;
l d with 84% ofparen&saying adults should bc exiremel).
concemed. compared to only 46% of the youth. (See F i g ~ ~4-1
r e .) Some inflation of concern might be
expected in a suivey with this topici but other surveys confinn that this is w issue ofsubstantial irnmediacy
Ibr parents and youth.
Figure 1-1

How Concerned Should Adulis Be?
ejtxtremeiy Concerned
WVeiy Concerned

Arc parents supervising their children?
Many parents or guardians said they had supervised their child's Internet use in the past year. Most
claimed lo have talked to youth about such matters as giving out addresses. chatting with strangers. or
going to X-rated web sites. Four out o S fivc had rules about specific things the young person was not

supposed to do online. Approximately four out of five also asked youth about what they did on the
Internet. Since many parents might feel guilty about appearing not to have done these things, it is possible
that responses to survey interviewers inflate the percentage ofparents who have actually supervised their
children to this extent. We also did not ask about the details or circulnstances ofthese discussions.
Virtually all parents who had Internet access in their homes said they had looked at the computer
screen on occasion to see what their child was doing. At a higher level of supervision that characterized
around two-fifihs ofthe households. parents or ruardiaiis with home Internet access renorted that thev
checked their child's files or diskettes. required the youth to get pennission before going on the Internet, or
limited the amount of'time the youth could spend online. In a~proxirnatelv
three-fifths ofhouseholds with
..
home Internet access, parents or guardians checkedthe computer history fi~nctionto find out where on the
Internet the youth had been visiting.

-

Have families utilized blocking and filtering technology?
Thirty-three percent ofhouseholds were cumntly using filtering or blocking software at the time of the
interview. (See Figure 4-2.)The most common option used by far is the access control offered by America
Online to its subscribers, used by 12% of'the households with home Internet access, or 35% of households using filtering or blocking sofiware. Interestinglq; mother 5% ofthe households in our sample had
used some kind of liltering or blocking sofhare during the past year, but were no longer doing so, suggesting some possible dissatisfaction \? ith its use.
Figure 1-2
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Use of Filtering or Blocking Software

Not

in past year

In east vear. but not

33%

currently
5%

Are many youth doing risky things on the Internet?
We also asked questions to get a sense of how much risky behavior youth were engaging in, in spite of
parental-control efTorts. The percentages overall were not verj large, but some ofthese behaviors are
sensitive enough that youth may have heen less than M y candid.
Only 8% admitted to going voluutarily to X-rated Internet sites. Less than 1% said they had used
a credit card without pennission. Only 5% had posted apicture ofthemselves for general viewing. Eleven
percent had posted some personal information in apublic Internet space, mostly their last name. Twenty-

seven percent of E-mail users had posted their E-mail address in a public place on the Internet, but this
may be an underestimate since almost any posting to a bulletin board or signing on to a chat room gives a
child's E-mail address this kind ofexposure. Ofyouth who said they talked online with people they did not
know in person, 12%had sent apicture to someone they met online, and 7% had willingly talked about sex
online with someone they had never met in person.
Among the most common ofthe potentially risky behaviors was making rude or nasty comments
to someone online-practiced in the past year by 14% ofyouth. A similar number played ajoke on or
annoyed someone online, mostly friends they already knew. One percent admitted to having harassed
someone online.
As ameasure ofthose who may be testing the limits most dramati~allyor persistently, we asked
whether the youth had goflen in trouble for something they did onliuc in the past year Five percent had
been in trouble at home, and 3% of youth who used the Internet at school bad been in trouble there for
online activities.
Do families and youth know about sources of help?
We noted earlier that relatively few of the Internet episodes reported by youth (solicitation, unwanted
exposures to sexual material, or harassment) were reported to official sources. One possibility is that youth
and their families are not familiar with places that are interested in or receptive to such reports. Almost a
third of parents or guardians said they had heard of places where troublesome Internet episodes could be
reported, but only approximately 10% ofthem could cite a specific name or authority. (See Figure 4-3.)
Only 24% ofyouth stated they had heard of places to report, and only 17% could actually name a place.
(See Figure 4-4.) Reporting the episode to an Internet service provider was the option most often thought
of For most ofthese households, the Internet service provider was America Online.
Figure 4-3

Has Parent Heard of Places to Report lnternet lnc~dents?
Yes but don't remember
name
20%

No
69%

Yes
31%

Internet sewice provlder
3%
FBI < 1%
Safe Surf< 1%
Cybei Angels .c 1%
CyberTipiine < 1%

Other
7%

Figure 4-4
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Yes. but don'i remember

I

7>%

name

lnternet service provider
9%
NO
76%

Yes
24%

FBI 1%
Cyber Angels < 1%
GyberTipline c 1%

Other
7%

ave the) heard of the C y h r r Tipline?
Ver); kwofthe youlh, pmnts, orguardians could thi~ikoftheCyber~Tiplinewhen
asked ageneral question
about possible places to reporl cases. When interviewers said the name "Cyberl'ipline" and asked respondents ifthey kneu about it; larger numbers said they had heard of it. almost 10% ofthe parents or
girardians and 2% oftlie qo~~tli.

Summary
For those concerned about youth lnternet safety. there is good and bad news in the survey responses ahoiit general Internet practices. While themajorityofparents and guiu-dialisoflnternet users say
they supervise their children's online activity there is asmall segment ofthe populalion (7%) that does not.
I3iscussions are going on in most ho~~seholds
hctiveen a d ~ ~ land
t s youth a b o ~Inteniet
~t
perils, but it is hard
to know how detailcd or effective they are. The vast majorily ofyouth. for theil-part. appear to be playing
it safe. and not engaging in risky online behavior. This is generallq g o d news.
The survey however. reveals notable problems as well. 1:irst. there does appear lo be atremendous lack of knowledge about what help sources are available to deal with oit'cnsive or disturbing Internet
episodes. This may reflect the fact that parents or guardians do not feel the) need to know about such
sources until something bad happcns. 13ut the low level ofreporting of incidents suggests that even when
ifthe findings point
bad things happen; people do not make the efbrt to locate possible help sourccs. 1-11~1s.
to some area wilere progress needs to be m:lde, it is in the area ofalerting people about possible help
sources for problematic internet encounters.
Secondly there is a segment ol'the yo~ttlipopulation who arc taking risks on the Internet such as
engaging in s c ~ u acon~ersations.
l
seeking out X-rated sites, posting pictures ofthernselves online, or
harassing other Intel-netuscrs. 'The rates are not high compared Lo other more conventional risky behavior
like using drugs. drinking alcol~ol.or stealing b~rtthey reflect anew dimension ofdeviance that needs to be
incorporated into a Iatger understanding ofthe perils of childhood and addressed in a variety ofways.

Finally>the survey raises questions about the use offiltering and blocking sofhvare. Despite the
high level of family concem about exposureto s e x ~ ~material,
al
only a minority offamilies had adopted the
use of any sofiware to address their concem, and some who had adopted it had discontinued its use. This
may not reflect a problem. Many parents may be col-rcctin theiriictlginent that discussions with their
children and some level of parental monitoring arc adequate to inanage 1111: prohlc~n.Hut thc lack ol"
adoption may also reflect parenval doubts about tho efl'cctiveness oftlie mailable soih+arcor a scnse that
its adoption would create iiin~il!conflicts that the! me reluctant to confiont 1-liefindings suggest we need
to learn more about act~lalSin~ilyconcerns ahout and expericnces ~ ' i t hiiltering and blocking sofhvare as a
solution to their concerns about Inton~etsaletq.
Table 4-1. Parental Supervision of lnternetActivitiesi
ParenffGuardian
% Yes

Supervision (in past year)

-

Talked With Youth About (N=1,501)2
Being Careful About Chatting With Strangers on Internet
Giving AddressiTelephone Number to People Meet on Internet
Going to X-rated Web Sites or Other X-rated Places
Talking Online Aboutvery Personal Things ( e g , sex)
Trying to Meet People Youth Gets to Know on Internet
Responding to NastyiMean Messages
None of the Above

-

85%
83%
83%
77%
73%
72%
7%

Look at Screen t o See What Youth is Doing

97%

Rules About Things Youth Is Not Supposed t o Do o n lnternet (N=1,501)

80%

Ask Youth About What He or She Does o n Internet (N=1,501)

78%

Check History Function for Sites Youth Has Visited

63%

--

Check Files and Diskettes

.
-

-- --

-

48%

Youth Must Ask Permission t o Go
-on
- lnternet
-

44%

Rule About Number o f Hours Youth Can S ~ e n d
o n Internet

39%

' N=1,033 unless otherwise stated. These questions were only asked of households with home lnternet
access.
*Multiple responses possible.

-

Table 4-2. Riskv Online Behavior (N=1.501)
All Youth
% Yes

Risky Online Behavior in the Past Year
Youth Went to X-rated Sites on Purpose

8%

Talked About Sex Online With Someone Youth Never Met in Person (N=839)'
Youth Knew He or She Was Talking to an Adult
Adult Knew He or She.- Was Talking W ~ t ha Minor
-

7%
2%
2%
4%

Used Credit Card Online Without Permission

5%

Posted Picture of Self for Anyone to See
Sent Picture of Self to Someone Met Online (N=839)'
p
p

....

--

- .-

~

~

~

~

p

~

-

~

~

--

~

12%
-

~

~

~

-

~

p

Posted Some Personal Information for All to See
Posted Last Name
Poeted Telephone Number
Posted Name of School
Posted HomeAddress

-

11%
9"h
1%
3%
2%

Posted E-mail Address for Anyone to See (N=1,143)2

27%

Made RudeINasty Comments t o Someone Online

14%

Played Joke or Annoyed Someone Online
Played JokeiAnnoyed Someone Youth Knew
Plaved JokeiAnnoved Stranaer
HarassedlEmbarrassed Someone Youth Was Mad at Online
harassed Embarrassed Stranger
harassed Emoarrasseo Someone Youth Knew
Youth Was In Trouble at Home for Something He or She Did Online

5%

Youth Was In Trouble at School for Something He or She Did Online (N=1,100)3

3%

'Only asked of youth who reported talking online with people they didn't know in person
20nlyasked of youth who reported having an E-mail address.
30nly asked of youth who reported using the Internet at school.

5. Major Findings and Conclusions
By providing more texture and details to our picture ofthe cyber-hazards facing youth, the national Youth
hzternetSafe@Survqyhas much to contribute to current public-policy discussions about what to do to
improve the safety of young people. What follows are some key conclusions based on the important
findings ftom the sunrey.

-

A large fraction of youth are encountering
- offensive en~erienceson the Internet.
The percentage ofyouth encountering offensive experiences- 19% sexually solicited, 25% exposed to
for one year only. The number ofyouth encountering
unwanted sexual material, 6% harassed-are li~wres
such experiences korn when they start using the Internet until they are 17, a time mhich might include five
or more years of Internet activity, would certainly be higher.
The level of (Bensive behavior reported in this survey might be placed in this perspective. Any
workplace or commercial establishment where a fifth of all employees
or clients were sexually solicited
.
annu& would be in serious trouble. What if a quarter of all young visitors to the local supen&ket were
exposed to unwanted pornography? Would this be tolerated? We consider these levels of offensiveness
unacceptable in most contexts. But on the Internet will we simply accept it as the price for this new
technology and because it is anonymous? Sadly. the Internet is not always the nice, safe, educational and
recreational environment that we might have hoped for our young people.
1.

~

2. The offenses and offenders a r e even more diverse than we previously thought.
The problem highlighted in this survey is not just adult males trolling for sex. Much ofthe offending behavior
comes from other youth. There is also a substantial amount from females. The non-sexual offenses are
numerous and quite serioustoo. We need to keep this diversity in mind. Sexual victimization on the Internet
should not be the only thing that grabs public attention.
3. Most sexual solicitations fail, but their quantity is potentially alarming.
Based on the results ofthis study, it appears that several million young people ages 10 through 17 get
propositioned on the Internet every year. (See Table 7-2.) Ifeven some small percentage ofthese encounters results in offline sexual assault or illegal sexual contact-apercentage smaller than we could detect in
this survey-it would amount to several thousand incidents. The good news is most young people seem
to know what to do to deflect these sexual "come o m n But there are youth who may be especially
vulnerable through lack of knowledge, neediness, disability, or poorjudgment. The wholesale solicitation
for sex on the Internet is worrisome for that reason.

4. The primary vulnerable population is teenagers.
For solicitations, as well as unwanted exposures to sexual material and harassment, most ofthe targets
were teens, especially teens 14 and older Thus. it is misleading to saytbat child molesters are moving from
the playground to the living room. tradins in their trench coats for digicams, as some have characterized it.
Children and teenagers are different victim populations. Pre-teen children use the Internet less, in more

limited ways (Richardson, 1999; Roberts, 1999), and are less independent. It does not appear that much
predatory behavior over the lnternet involves conventional pedophiles targeting 8-year-old children with
their modems, at lea5t not yet. The target population Tor this Internet victimization is teens, and that makes
prevention and intervention a dillki-cntsort ofcliallengc. Teens do not necessarily listen to what parents and
other"a~~tlroritics"tell
thcm.

5. Sexual material is very intrusive on the internet.
Large percentages of) out11 Internet uscrs are exposed to sexual material when they are not looking for it;
through largcly innocent misspellings and opcning li-mail, visiting web sites, and viewing otherdocuments.
The sex on the Internet is not segregated and signposted like in a bookstore, and it is not easy to avoid.
Some ticay-duty imagcr?, is incredibly easy to stu~nbleupon. Apparently many people do not know this
go
yet. 1.11~) are inclined totltink. -'Well, I ncker scc it, so it must be something you only get i f y o ~ ~ looking."
But yout11 do riot have to be all tirat active in exploring the Inleniet to nin across sexual material inadvertently
Rlost youll~brush off these offenses, but some are quite distressed.
Most \ontli ;ire not hoth~rctlmuch hy M hat they encounter on the Internet, but there is an important
s~lbgroupol'yo~~th
\I lio are quite distressed-bq
the exposure as well as the solicitations and harassment.
We cannot assume these arejust 11-ansientefiixts. When youth report stress symptoms like intrusive
tho~~glits
aid physical diieomhrt. that is a walning sign. Some ofthis could bethe psychological equivalent
of aconcussion. ]lot a sliglit bump on the hcad. It may be hard to predict exactly nlto will get hurt. It may
depend partly on things like age. prior experience-both with the Internet and sexual matters-family
attitudes, the degree o f s n l y s c . and kind of exposure. Anticipating and trying to respond to negative
impacts is scmething t!~atneeds more consideration.
6.

7 . Many youth do not tell anyone.
Nearly halforthe solicitations were not disclosed to anyone. Some ofthis non-disclosure is certainly due
to embarrassment and g ~ ~ il lhte higher disclos~irerates Lbr the lion-sexual offenses point to that. Parents
are not being inbrmed about n lot ofthese episodes. They would want to know And some youth are not
even telling their frientls. 'Thus they a-enot getting a chance to reflect about what happened. process it, and
get ideas about ho\+ to deal will1 it and how to p ~it~intperspective. It is sornewliat ironic. The Internet is
providing places to talk about diflicult things, but at the same time, it may be increasing the number of
dilficult things to tall, ahout.

8. lbuth and parents do not report these experiences and do not know where to report them.
Most parents and ~ 0 ~ 1did
t hnot know\vhcre to rcport or get help for Internet offenses, and the low rate of
reporting for actual offenses confirms this lack of awareness. Even the most serious episodes were rarely
reported. Tire lnteniet i s a ncw'-countr)" and people do not yet kno\v who the cops ortlie authorities are.
hi fact. that sccms to he part oftlie attraction of'this territory for mail);. that there are not o b v i o ~ cops
~ s or
authorities. Ilat people need to hain+h o to~ get help, and people with antisocial tendencies need to know
that there arc consequences. I'hc choice is not betwen anarchy a111 big brother. just as in most societies
the choice is not between an:trcli). and dictatorship.

9. Internet friendships between teens and adults are not uncommon and seem to be mostly
benign.
It would make prevention easier ifhtcrnet friendships between youth and adults werc uniformly sinister,
and we could simply sax "Don't do it." 13ut one oflhc positive things about thc Internet is that it allows
people of diverse social statuses to congregate around common interests. Wu malit young people to
develop their skills and talents. We want them to iilld mentors. 7hc cxistence ofcoaches who molest does
not deter parents from signing their kids up for I .ittlc I~.caguc.It will he a similarly complicated cl~allengelo
protect kids tinm dangerous hitenlet relationships I;\ ithont squelching thc positivc oncs. We need lo learn
more ahout the signs and symptoms ofpotentially exploitative aduli-yo~!lh~riationihips.not Just oil the
Internet. b ~in~Sacc-to-face
t
relationships too.

10. We still know little about the incidence of traveler raws (where adult\ or lout
physically meet and have sex with sonteone they first came to h o w 0 1 1 the internet). or any
completed Irzternct se~lucti~~rt
and Ortr!ruetsexual exploitrrtion cases inclu ing trafficliingin cl~i1~lporizogr11pI~y.
We know thesc v e n serious victimirations occur La\v-enforcement officials are tracking d w n an eve[-A recent unsystematic survey oSthe FBI. the Naiional Center l'or Missing & Exploited
increasing n~~rnher.
Children, newspapers. and other law-enlorcement sources identified almost 800 cases. confirmed or
under investigation; involving adults traveling to or luring youth they first "met"on the Tntemet for criminal
sexual activities (Ruben Rodriguez, National Center for Missing & Exploited Children; personal communication;April3_ 2000).
We did not find any in this survey of 1.50 1 youth?but that only means these viclirnizalions probably
occur below a certain threshold rate. We were unlikely to discover anytqpes ofincidents that occumd to
fewer than 14.000 youth a year. That is still a large threshold. 13ut it is fail-tospeculate that these kinds of
events are probably not as common as incidents like date rape: conventional stranger sexual assault. or
intrafamily sexual abuse-crimes that do tend to show up in surveys of 17500youth. So we will have Lo
study these serious Internet cases in some other way either thro~igha v e n large survey. like theNational
Crime Victimization Survey. or through some survey ofreported cases.
In the meantime. the findings oftliis survey should not be interpreted to mean that major lawenforcement initiatives focused 011serio~isInternet crimcs against children are misguided. In the last Tew
years, specialized nits from the FBL and local lam-enibrcement agencies have increased their activities on
e
the Internet. ofierl "decoying'" themselves as y ~ u t hto in to catch potential offenders. Given the v o l ~ m ol'
sexual solicitations w d approaches loung people arc experiencing. the presence and publicity a b o ~these
~i
decoys is certainly a good thing. It should give potential o!'fcndcri; some pause before they begin their
solicitations.
Lawenforcement officials are also a c h e iu investigating trallicking in child pomograpliy Because
we judged that our youth inteivicwees w u l d not be reliable infbnnants about the ages of people appearing
in s e x ~ ~pictures,
al
we have no linding relevant to the l~rohlemol'child pornographyon thc Internct, 'This is
nonetheless aproblcm that has been cxaccrbated bythc Irilcmet. and it is ~vorthyof additional study

11. Nothing in this survey should dampen enthusiasm about the potential of the Internet.
Youth, families, and educators are currently riding a bandwagon ofexcitement about the potential ofthe
Internet to bring new kinds of educational. recreational, interpersonal; and even therapeutic possibilities to
young people. This survey should not be construed as a signal to slow the wagon down. This survey
concerns what is only a small segment of Internet activity and has little to say about its broader potential.
But because the Internet is likely to become so important in our lives, it is crttcial to begin to
conkont its potential problematic aspeck as early as possible. When the automobilewas first introduced,
those who said it was going to kill too many people and pollute the air were dismissed as opposed to
progress. The solutions that would have allowed us to have all the benefits of safer and less polluting autos
might have come morc quickly and at a lower social cost ifthese concerns had been accepted wholeheartedly kom the beginning as w~orthychaperones to our courtship ofthe car. In a similar vein, we can unleash
the excitement about the Internet wid the crcalivity it will spawn, while still making a concerted effort to
monltor and retn m ~ tpotential
s
ilc~atatlveeffects The sooner we startihat process the better

Limitations of the Survey

Every scientific survey has limitations and defects. Readers should keep some of these
important things in mind when considering the findings and conclusions of this survey.
We cannot be certain how candid our respondents were. Although we used widely
accepted social-science procedures, our interviews involved telephone conversations
with young people on a sensitive subject, factors that could contribute to less than
complete candor.

i

The young people we did not talk to may be different from the youth we talked to. There
were parents who refused to participate or refused to allow u s to talk to their children,
and there were youth who refused to participate and those we could never reach. Our
results might have been different if we had been able to talk to all these people.
Our numbers are only estimates, and samples can be unusual. Population sampling is
intended to produce groups representative of the whole population, but sometimes
samples can be randomly skewed. For most of our major findings, statistical techniques suggest that estimates are within 2.5% or less of the true population percentage
in 95 out of 100 samples like this one, but there is a small chance that our estimates are
farther off than 2.5%.

Those concerned about preventing sexual exploitation on the Internet need to talkspecifically in their materials about the diversity of hazards including threats from youthful and
female offenders.
A stereotype ofthe adult Internet "predator" or"pedophile7' h a come to dominate much ofthe discussion
of Internet victimization.While such figures exist aid may he among the most dangerous of Iritentet threats,
this survey has revealed amore diverse m a y of individuals who are making offensive and potentially
exploitative online overtures. We should not ignore them. VVe have to rememberthat in a previous genera
tion, campaigns to prevent child molestation charaeterized the threat as "playground predalors.' so that h r
years the problem ofyouth, acquaintance. and intra-fanlily perpetrators went unrecognized.'Loda~.;
those
doing prevention work concerning the intemet need to he carefill not to make_consciously or inadvertently, a characterization ofthe threat that Sails to encompass all its forms. One ofthe reasons for the
mistaken charactel-izatiooof child n~olestersin an earlier era was that people extrapolated the problem
entirely firom what came to the attention of'law-enforcement oficials. Asimilar process could be ~~ndenvay
in the case of Inteniet \ ictimization. but it is probably early enough to reverse the trend. Thus we need to
publicize the tull variety of Inteniet ofi~knsivcbehavior.
1.

Prevention planners and law-enforcement officials need to address the problem of nonsexual, as well as sexual victimization on the Internet.
An additional problem with the "Internet predator" stereotype just mentioned is that it does not give
enough focus to non-sexual fornts of Internet victimization. The current survey shows that non-sexual
threats and harassment constitute another common peril for youth that can be as, or more, distressing than
sexual overtures. Experience in crime prevention has shown that concerns about sexual threats ofien
eclipse other equivalently serious crime. Concerted efforts should be made to ensure that non-sexual
tlx-eats and harassment are included on educational, legislative, and lawenforcement agendas for Interne1
safety.

2.

More of the Internet-using public needs to know about the existence of help sources for
Internet offenses, and the reporting of offensive Internet behavior needs to be made even
easier, more immediate, and more important to youth Internet users.
Multiple strategies are needed to increase reporting. The Internel-usingpublic needs to be made aware of
reporting options in as many ways as possible. through the Internet as well as through other media, The
public also needs to be briefed on the reasons why the1 should make such reporls incl~~ding
the importance
ofkeeping the Internet a safe arid enjoyable place for everyone to use. The Smokey the Bear and McGruff
the Crime Dog campaigns come to mind as approaches to emulate. People olien balk at being tattle-tales,
but vigilance by individuals and community involvement have been traditional keys to comnunity safety.
In reaching out to the public and Internet users on this issue ofreporling, our survey suggests tl~at
Internet service providers are in a key position to help. They are the niost recognized avenue for reporting.
So it may make sense for them to become even 11101-cvisible and pro-active on this fiont. What else can be
done? Can chat rooms be urged to consider horn to make the monitoring and reporting of offensive
behavior easier and more acceptable')l'lie Internet needs its own neigltborhood crime-watch posters and
more.
3.

Different prevention and intervention strategies need to be developed for youth o f
different ages.
Most of the encounters reported to our sui-ve) occurred to teenagers, specifically older teens. The messages that will make sense and he taken serioirsl> by this group and their parents are quite diffirent from
those that make sense Tor younger J outh l'liis is a different problem from conventional child mole~lation~
where we were tt).ing to target and protect 7 to 13 !ear olds. Older teens have more independence, more
experience; and a dilikrent rclatio~iship\vith adults and their hnilies. For examplc. telling parents to regulady chcck the Intenlet and 1:-inail aciivit? ot'oldcr- teens may be tantamount to saq ing parents should read
their niaiI. and such privacy invasions 13 ill sccm rirrrc.alistic in many l:milies.
Too milch ofthe diicussion ahout intcriic! saki) to dale has been between policy makers and
parent,;. willrout corlsultation from )oung people tllcmsclvcs. l'olicies crafted h m such an adults-only
discussion may hc rc-jcered. especially hy olcicr youth, because the policics ma) he seen as an effort to
control ratlicr than protect. ( i d pwtcclion strategies, cspeciallq flx the teen grotip, cannot he heavy on
Lhe control diinension aird ilced to he lied to youth aspirations, values, and culture. That requires the input
ofyouth. Il'>o~~ns
people ;u-c hcconliirginillionair.es bvithtiicir Internet ingenuit): it is likely that some olthat
creati~it) could hit thcj;rclq)ot in tlrc field d'lntci-net saiicty as well. It is time to involve a cadre ofyoung
c
orlntcrnct. i, ictiri~iz,itionprevention and intervention in order to craR messages
pmplc ill d ~ development
to wliich youth will be recepiive.
4.

meed to be mobilized in a ca aign to help "clean u
behavior and lake rcsponsibiiih; for youth-oriented parts of the internet.
Like ihcc-to-Sace sex~i;rloffcnscs, which run the gunui from harassment to rape. Internet sexual ollenses
cover aspectrLlni ol'behaviors. The less serio~isend oftllc spectrum should not be ignored. since it can be
the fertile soil in \vhich more serious olTenses grow The experience o l those [wing to prevent real-world
sex~ialliarassment has bcen that campaigns; particularly canipaigns involving whole schools, can be successlirl. ifthey raise awareness about the problem and its efkcts, and help youth themselves enlorce
proper conduct among their peers. Such yo~iili-orientedcampaigns might have some success with at least
s o m Sonix orlnternet victinrization as well, and they may he worth a t n .

'e need to train mental health, school, and family counselors about these new internet
a n d how these hazards contribute to personal distress and other psychological and
rsonal problems.
This survcq reveals that suhstanlial n~imbu.sof young people do experience distress because of Intemet
encountus. And the> arc not getting liclp. Meiilal health and other counselors need to learn to be alert and
ask quc.;tions to get yo~uiigpeople to talk ahout such encounters. They need to know how young people
rise thc intcrnct. so they can undcntarid their problems. They need to be trained to treat the kinds of
m conncctcd \1 ilh negative internet experiences. We need educational packilistrcss and confiicts that a
ages fir schools and all hilids of)outli w r k c r s I'or their own professiond development and lo use with
>o~utlr.
l~lntixt~inatel~.
at the training conScrcnces being offered today most ofthe Inleniet education seems
directed at lw-enibrcement oifici;rls. Wc iiecd to develop worlcsliops for educators. psychologists, and
social xzorhers as ucll.

Social scientists should cooperate wit Internet technolog
technological strategies for reducing ffensive and illegal
The offensive behavior on the Internet is so extensive that it s h o ~ ~be
l d a more ceutl-al problem for social
planning and policy. The county got a wake-up call about hackers recently, but \cc need a wake-up call
about youth victimization too. M L I Cl ~~a been
s
learned over theyears about reducing crinic, social dcviance, and p ~ ~ h ldisorder
ic
in communities. Man) ofthose lcsso~isarc adaptablr: to the Ir~tci-ii~r,
wl~ichalier
all is a community, aibeit one with special properties. In the crinic lield. for cxuniplz. sncce,h in retlucing
crime has been acltiewd through n m e cotnmunily policing a d cleaning tip minor kinds ol'n~.i&horirood
disorder and decay Crime-match campaigns that deputiie and enlpo\\cr conlrnuniiy ~~~~~~~~~~~s to look out
for crime have workcd to reduce theft. in tire education lield. school revitali/;~lioncarnpnigns have successhlly improved decorum and reducal anrisocial behavior in scliools. Thought should he g i ~ e nto applying such lessons to the Internet comntnnity
7.

8.

Much more research is needed on the developmentill impact of unwanted exposure to sexual
material among youth of different ages.
The lnternet is almost certainly increasing the rrequency and explicitness of such exposures; but even Inore
importantly it is certainly incre;singtl~cnumher ofyouth exposed involuntarily and suddenly. Ntliougli this
topic has comma~idedsome public attention. to date here has been little research on it. But even icthe vast
majority o f s ~ ~ encounters
ch
arc trivial or benign, it would be importarrr to l&ow ~mder-~vhal
conditions such
encounters can be infl~~entialo~siressS~~l
and what kinds ofinterventions are ~iscfulfor preventing negative
influcnce. The domain of infl~~enccs
could be broad. They could include attitudes about sex, atiludes a b o ~ ~ t
the internet, and matters ot'fa~nilydynamics. These are not easy ~ilattersto study in all ethical and dispassionate w a x but it can be done. We should make it a priority to do so.
9.

Rfore understanding is needed about families' knowledge of, attiludcs about, and csperienee with filtering and blocking sofhvare.
.I.his survey rourld that a minority offitiriilies with youth were using blocking or l~ilteringsoftware. even
though most fa~niliessaid adults should be ven or exlremely concerned about the problem ofyouthexposure to sexual material. Blockiug and tiliering software is one main line of defense available to hmilies
concerned about the problem. Ii is the response strongly advocated by people opposcd to lesislative
solutions. Why isn't it being used inore?
Its nonuse may reflect a lack oSknomlcdge about its availability. suspicions aboui its tili lit?: or a
lack ofsuitability orsuch soliwarc ill ?he context of real-farnil>-dynamics and Internet nse practices. For
example; the introduction ofsuch sotiware lnaq provoke conflicts betwecn a d ~ ~ larid
t s )o~tillor at lcast
create fears about such conflicts, It is interesting that i%of'ihe fanilieswe i n l e n h w i had used filtcringor
blocking sofiware in the pastqear and then ctiscontinncd its use.
Before recoinmendin diai rnorc Sanrilies use such sofiware; it is important to hno\v rnor'c about its
operation. Irlack ofknovledge is the problem Lhen education and awareness can be !lie u!l?wc~~,
I rlhc
sofhvare does not s~iilthe concerns of'fiunilics or is diliicult to use in real family contcxts then ncvz designs
or approaches ma!, be needed. We need dctailetl. real-life evaluation research about availahli: Internel
blocking and filtering technologies.

10. Laws are needed to help ensure offensive acts that are illegal in other contexts will also be
illegal on the Internet.
Some ofthe offensive behaviors revealed in this survey-especially sexual solicitations by adults of
minors and some ofthc threatening harassnient-are probably illegal under current law. But questions
have been raised about whether and ho\v various criminal statutes apply to Internet behavior, beca~zse
most law was written prior to Lhe development ofthe Internet. Although it is adaunting task, criminal
statutes need to be systen~aticallyreviewed with the Internet in mind to make sure that relevant statutes
cover 11llenletbehav~ors
- -

~

11. Concern ahout Internet victimization should not eclipse prevention and intervention efforts
to combat other conwntional forms of'youth victimization.
This sunreyhas revealed that youth report ntwy offensive and distressing experiences on the Intemet. But
Internet victimization has not become. nor is it threatening to become, the most serious crime peril in
children's lives. just the newest. Among the regular Internet users in our survey, 30% had been physically
attacked in real lilt. by other youth in the last year, 11?6had been physically abused by an adult, and 1% had
been sexuallq assaulted. None ofthcsc scrious ol'fenses had any connection, as far as we can tell, to the
Intemet. None ofthe Internet threats we documented actually materialized into a face-to-face violent
offense. We need to mobilize about Internet victimization because it is new. causes distress, c o ~ ~mushld
room. and could othcnvisc escape attention. But the conventional crime perils in the lives of children and
~ 0 ~ 1are
t hall too real and continuing. Yot~ththe age of the respondents in this survey have conventional
robbery, and aggravated
assault-that are twice that ofthe adult
violent crin~cvictimization rates------rape.
-population (I iasltima & I:inl\elhor. 1099).children and adolescents are the most criminally victimized
segment in our society. So, as m ~ ~ as
c hpossible: efforts to address Internet victimization should try to
combine with, and not displace. cft'orts to prevent youth crime victimization in general.
12. More research is needed.
Even more so than othei-kinds ofsocial activity, Intemet interactionsoccur in private. It is hard to see how
other people are behaving. It is hard to know what the nonns are. And it is hard to know where the help
sources are. There are large numbers of people who need to know more about what is going on in this
arena. because they have riever used the internet. So the role ofresearch is important. We hope that this
survey is one ofthe fil-stin a long series ofstudies and findings that will help shed light on this serious topic.

The Youth InternetSaf@Szwwy used telephone interviewsto gather inf'ormation from almtiorial sample
of 1;501 young people. ages 10 through 17. who were regular lntemet users. Xegular lnte~netuse" was
defined as using the internet at least once amonth for the past six months on a computer at home. aschool_
a library, someone else's home. or some other place. l'his definition was chosen to exclude occasional
Intemet users, while includiug arange of'both '.heavy" and%ght" users. I'rior to the youth interview, a short
interview was conducted xith a parent or guardian in the household. Regular Internet use by a 40~1thwas
determined initially by questions to the parent or guardim ad confinned during thc youth interview
I-Iouscholds with y-outh in the target age group were identified throuzh another large household
survey, the Secotzd National Iizcidctwe SticiG, of hlrssing, ,4hducted, Runczwav, and 7hrou'nnwq
which was couducted by the Institute for Survey Research at 'I'c~nple1Jniversity
Children (.VI,S'MM-IRTZ),
between ICebruaryand 1)ecember 1999. NIXtfAK7'2 iutcrviewers screened more than 180,000 telephone nunlbers to idcntif'y more than 16.000 l~ouseholdswith children aged 18 and younger. I'clephone
numbers for households including young people aged 9 through 17 were forwarded to and dialed by
interviewers for the Yozctlz i n t e v i ? e t S n J i ~ ~ S ~ ~ - v ~ y ; .
The interviews Sor the l?xrtlz Ir~tcrnetSnli.ij,S~oveywere conducted hy the staff of an experienced national survey research firni. Sch~~lnian.
Ronca. and Bucuvalas, Inc. (SIWI). Upon reaching a
household, interviewers screened fix rcgular Internet use by a child in the liousehold age 10 through 17.
Intemet use was defined as "connecting a computer or aTV to a phone or cable line to use things like the
world wide web and E-mail." Interviewers; speakin: with an adult. identified the child in tile household
who used the Internet most often. They then conducted a short interview with the parent who knew the
most about the child's Internet use. The intenicc\ included questions about household rules and parental
concerns about Internet use, as well as demographic characteristics. At the close ofthe parent interview.
the interviewerrequested permission to speak with the previously identified youth. Parents were assured
ofthe confidentiality of'the interview, told that )oung participants would receive checks for $10, and
infonned the interview would include questions about -xxualmaterial your child may have see11.~
With parental consent, interviewers described the survey to the youth and obtained his or her oral
consent. Youth interviews lasted from about 15 to 30 minutes. They were sched~iledat the convenience 01'
youth participants and arranged for times when they could talk freely and confidentially.C.)uestions were
constructed so youth responses were mostly short. one-word answers that would not reveal anything
nieaningful to persons overhearing any portion of the conversation. Where longer answers were requested,
questions were phrased, "This may be something private. lf'you feel you can talk freely, or move to a placc
where you can talk freel~;please tell me what happened.'' Youth were not pressed for answers. The) were
promised colnplete confidentiality and told they could skip any questions they did not want to ansxver a i d
stop the interview at any time. The survey was conducted uuder the supervision ofthe I Jniversity 01' Nekv
Hmpshire institutional Review Board, and conformed to the rules mandated by research proiects funded
by the U.S. Department ofJustice. Youth respondents received brochures about 1nte1.netsafety as well as
checks for $10.

Participation Rate
Based on standard calci~lationsofparticipation rate, 75% ofthe households approached cotnpletcd the screening necessary to dctcr~ninctheir eligibility for parkipation in the survey Thc conipletion
rate among households u itli eligible respondents Mas 82''. Five perceilt oSparents in eligible households
ref~isctlthe aduli intervie\&.A~lotl~er
I 1YOofpivents e~nipletedthe acl~~ic
intcwiew but refused perniission
fixtheir child lo participate in the youth intcwici\. In 2% ofeligible houscholds, parents consented to the
I
relirsed to participale. /in additional 1% ofcligihle households were in -'call)out11 intervie\%.~ L Iyouth
bacl,.. status i\hcii 1.50 1 iirten iews were completed. (f3ccause ol'i.ounding, t11c completion-rate nunibers
add 1111to moi-cthan IOO'Yij.)
Santplc
The final sample consisted of 7% boys and 705 girls. (Scr lhble Intro-l for adescription ofthe
demographic charactcrislics ol'llie sample.)This is no1 a representative sample of all youth within the
United States because I~itemctuse i s riot evenly distributed among the population. Internet users tend to
have higher ilicoines alitl rniorc education than non-Internet users. and, among lower income groups,
Lnternct users arc morc likely to be whitc-although illis racial difTcrence disappears at higher income
levels (NI'K Report. 2 0 0 0 ) Wliilc boys are somewhat morc likely than girls lo use the internet, the
er
(Roberts, 1999). The
dilt'ercncc is sinall i~nclattributable to boys' propensity to play c o m p ~ ~ tgames
generally matches other representative samples of youth
sample Ibr ilie fimfiz l~rferrwt.\i</i~/~Szrrvey
lnteniel users.
Instrumentation
l'he incidence rates for sexual sol~utat~on.
~ ~ n w n t exvosure
ed
to sexual mater~al.and harassment
d
~ ~ h iusing
l e the
were estimated based on a series of screener questions about ~ ~ n w a n t eexperiences
Internet. Two ofthe screeners concerned harassment, SOLI~
involved unwanted exvosure to s c x ~ ~material.
al
three focused 011sexual solicitation, and one qucstion asked ifanyone online had encouraged the youth to
run away from home. (1':pisodes reported in response to the screeners were not counted as "incidents"
unless thcy met additional tlelinitiorh criteria.) More extensive rollowup questions were asked about the
~lnwantedincidenls and ~ ~ s to
c dfi~rtherclassi@ the reported episodes into the categories reported on in this
paper.
I'ollow-up questions were limited to only Lmo reported incidents because oftime constraints.
Consequentlq. sonic incidents reported hy yo~ingpeople were not the subject of follow-up questions; and
these ineidenls were otniticd frorn incidence rates. Ifa yo~ithrcported incidents in more than hv-o categories, run-awa) incitlenls mere fiben first priority for Sollow-up questions, harassment incidents second
priority, scx~ialsolicikllion incidcnts third priority and un\vanted exposure incidents fourth priority I f a
youth repo~tedmorc than one ilicident in a particular category the follow-up questions referred to the
"most bothersorne'~incident or. if'nonc was "~iiostbothersome,"the most recent incident. 'l'he lirnits on
jbllow-up il~~estions
probabl),led to sonic undercountingofincidents. particularly episodes of unwanted
exposure to sesuai material,
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Screener Questions
1. In the past year, did you ever feel worried or threatened because someone was bothering or harassing you online?
2. In the past year, did anyone ever use the lnternet to threaten or embarrass you by
posting or sending messages about you for other people to see?

3. In the past year when you were doing an online search or suriing the web, did you ever
find yourself in a web site that showed pictures of naked people or of people having sex
when you did not want to be in that kind of site?
4. In the past year, did you ever receive E-mail or Instant Messages that you did not want
with advertisements for or links to X-rated web sites?
4a. Did you ever open a message or a link in a message that showed you actual pictures of naked people or people having sex that you did not want?
5. In the past year, when you were online, did you ever find people talking about sex in a
place or time when you did not want this kind of talk?
6. In the past year, did anyone on the lnternet ever try to get you to talk online about sex
when you did not want to?

7. In the past year, did anyone on the lnternet ask you for sexual information about yourself
when you did not want to answer such questions? I mean very personal questions, like
what your body looks like or sexual things you have done.
8. In the past year, did anyone on the lnternet ever ask you to do something sexual that you
did not want to do?
9. In the past year, did anyone on the lnternet ever ask you or encourage you to runaway
from home?

Note: Episodes reported in response to the screeners were not counted as "incidentsz
unless they met additional definitional criteria.

Prevalence of Internet Use
Estimates ofthe prevalence ofregular Internet use for youth ages 10through 17 were created fiom
data gathered during eligibility screening for the survey. This data allowed for the calculation ofnumbers
and ages of children in l~ouseholdsthat screened out ofthe survey as having no lutemet use, as well as
numbers and ages of children in households that screened into the survey.National estimates orregular
Internet use by age are presented in Table 7-1. The middle column in the table represents the percentage
ofyoutli in the U.S. in each ase group who used the Internet regularly in 1999, based on the screening for
this survey. The estimated rtuiuber of lnternet users in column three was derived by multiplyingthe percentage of lnternet users in each age group by the 1999 census figures for the population for that age group
(not shown). See the next section titled "f Ion Mauy Youth Had Online Episodes" for information about the
limitations of these estimates.

Table 7-1. National Estimates of Regular lnternet Use by Age1
Age
10 Years Old
11 Years Old
12 Years Old
13 Years Old
14 Years Old
15 Years Old
16 Years Old
17 Years Old

% Internet
Users
52%
64Oh

77%
81%
79%
86%
83%
87%

Total
'Confidence intetvals were not calculated forthese figures.
Estimates are rounded to the nearest ten thousand.

Estimated #
Internet Users2
2,100,000
2,490,000
2,970,000
3,150,000
3,080,000
3,270,000
3,260,000
3,490,000
23,810,000

-

How Many Youth Had Online Episodes?
Because this sample of youth was designed to be representative of all regular Internet users ages
10through 17 in the U.S., it is tempting to try to translate percentages kom this survey into actual numbers
or .population
estimates. For examole.
.
. . the 1996of the samvle who exoerienced a sexual solicitation or
approach in the last year can be multiplied against our estimatethat 23.8i million youth between 10 and 17
are regular Internet users to yield a population number of4.52 million youth who might have had such an
episode.
This precision, however, can be somewhat misleading. Sample surveys have margins of error,
which are described in scientifictenns as '-95% confidence intervals." These confidence intervals express
the range ofnumbers within which the "true" number is likely to fall in 95 out of 100 attempts to estimate it
with a sample of this size. So in this sample of 1.501. it is 95% likely that the true number of youth
experiencing asexual solicitation or approach in the previous year falls in arange that could be almost half
a million youth more or less than oor estimate of4.52 million. These ranges are provided for seven ofthe
major episode types in Table 7-2. Unfortunately, in this case the iinprecision for such estimates is compounded by the fact that the figure for re~wlarhternetusers is also an estimate with its own margin of error
(not calculated for this report) and not anumber obtained fiom an actual census count.
Thus because both the parameters needed to make a population estimate have large elements of
imprecision and because population estimates can take on an auraofexactitude that is sometimes misleading, we have, in this report, followed the convention with most social-scientific surveys of this size and
reported the results primarily in tenns ofpercentages (in this case ofregular Internet users). We recommend this approach to other interpreters of this survey.

Table 7-2. Population Estimates and Confidence Intervals for Online
Victimization of Youthq
Online Victimization

% Regular
Internet
Users

95%
Confidence
Interval

Estimated
Number
of Youth2

95%
Confidence
Interval2

Sexual Solicitations
and Approaches
Any
Distressino

19%
5%

17%-21%
4%-6%

4,520,000
1.190.000

4,050,000-4,990,000
930.000-1.450.000

Unwanted Exposure to
Sexual Material
Any
Distressing

25%
6%

23%-27%
5%-7%

5,950,000
1,430,000

5,430,0006,470,000
1,140,000-1,720,000

6%
2%

5%-7%
1%-3%

1,430,000
480.000

1,140,000-1,720,000
310,000650,000

Harassment
Any
Distressing

' Estimates and confidence intervals are based on an estimated number of 23,810,000 regular Internet users
between the ages of 10 and 17.
2Estimatesand confidence intervals are all rounded to the nearest ten thousand.
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National Center for Missing & Exploited Children
The National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (NCMEC), established in 1984 as aprivate,
nonprofit organization, serves as a clearinghouse of information on missing and exploited children;
provides technical assistance to individuals and law-enforcement agencies; offers training programs to
law-enforcement and social-service professionals; distributes photographs and descriptions of missing
children worldwide; coordinates child-protection efforts with the private sector. netxvorks with nonprofit
service providers and state clearinghouses on missing-person cases; and provides inhmlation on effective
legislation to help ensure the protection of children per 42 USC $ 5771 and 42 lJSC $5780.
A24-hour. toll-free telephone line is available for those who have infor~nationon missing and
exploited children at 1-800-THE-LOST(1-800-843-5678).This number is available throughout the llniled
States and Canada. The toll-free number when dialing from Mexico is 001-800-843-5678. The "phone
free" number when dialing from Europe is 00-800-0843-5678. Online reporting is available worldwide at
www.cybertip1ine.com. The number when dialing from any other country is 001-703-522-9320. The
TDD line is 1-800-826-7653. TheNCMEC business number is 703-274-3900, and theNCMIiC facsimile number is 703-274-2222. The web-site address is w.missingkids.com.
For information on the services onered by our NCMEC branches: please call them directly in
California at 714-508-0150, Florida at 561-848-1900; Kansas City at 816-361-4554, New York at
716-242-0900, and South Carolina at 803-254-2326.
A number of publications addressing various aspects ofthe missing- and exploited-child issue are
available free of charge in single copzes by contacting the

Charles B. Wang International Children's Building
699 Prince Street
AlexandriaVirginia 223 14-3175
1-800-843-5678 (1-800-THE-LOST)
ww.missingkids.con~

Crimes Against Children Research Center

The Crimes Against Children Research Center (CCRC) seeks to combat crimes against children by
providing high-quality research. statistics, and program evaluation to the public; policy makers, law-enforcement personnel, and other child-welfare practitioners. CCRC maintains apublication list of articles
concerning the nature and impact ofcritnes such as child abduction, homicide, rape, assault, properly
crimes: and physical and sexual abuse ofchildren written by researchers associated with the CCRC.
Current activities funded by the Oflice oSJuvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention ofthe U.S. Departmcnt ofJustice include developing q~~cstiomtaires
to assessjuvenile crime victimization, evaluating children's
advocacy centers, assessing barriers to greater reporting of crimes against children, and studying the
incidence of and factors related to child abduction. The CCRC also draws on funding from grants, individ~lalgins, revenues from publi~tionsand programs, and state and federal sources.
The Crimes Against Children Research Center was created in 1998 at the University ofNew
Hampshire. It grew out ofand expands upon the work of the Family Research Laboratoly. which has been
devoted to the study ol'family violence. child victimization. and relaled topics since 1975.Associated with
the CCIiC is an internationally recognized group ofexperls who have published numerous books and
articles concerning the incidence and impact of violence against children.
More information about CCRC publications and activities is available from the Program
Administrator

Universit) ofNew Ha~npsh~re
126 Horton Ilall
Durham. NI I 03824
603-862-1 888
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